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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
One of the most demanding challenges of the modern society is a sustainable and
secure energy supply. A large fraction of total primary energy (such as solar irradia-
tion, fossil fuels, biomass, wind, water, and others) which is consumed at the present
time is used for conversion to electric energy in power stations.
All predictions nowadays agree on an increasing energy demand in the upcoming
decades despite all incentives to improve energy efficiency. This is due to the fact,
that in the so-called emerging markets, where a majority of the world population
lives but only a small fraction of the world energy is consumed, the energy demand
will significantly increase in the near future. But also in the so-called developed
countries the energy demand will probably rise.
According to the reference scenario of the International Energy Agency (IEA) world
energy outlook 2009, the increase in primary energy demand from 2007 until 2030
will be around 40 %. Although renewable energy sources are exploited more and
more, the demand for coal has been growing faster than the demand for any other
primary energy carrier. In all IEA scenarios the demand for coal as energy carrier
will increase in the coming decade and will remain close to today’s level in the years
after.
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From these considerations it is inevitable to improve the efficiency of coal based
electric power and heat generation in order to increase the energy output per primary
energy input. Moreover, pollutants which are emitted during the conversion process
have to be reduced as well. The main pollutants emitted by coal combustion, the most
prominent method for electric power generation, are CO2, NOx, SOx and particles.
For a long time, CO2 has not been considered a pollutant but since CO2 from fossil
fuel combustion has been identified as a major source of anthropogenic CO2 emission,
regulation of CO2 emission is heavily discussed nowadays.
Flue gas treatment techniques are available for NOx, SOx and particles enabling an
emission reduction to values considered acceptable by legislation. However, these
techniques require additional energy and increase the capital and operational costs
of a power plant. The additional demand for energy reduces the net power output
and hence, the efficiency of the power plant. Therefore, primary measures capable
of reducing the production of pollutants can help in improving the efficiency of
the conversion process. One technique among a variety of technologies capable of
reducing NOx emissions and increasing efficiency in gas combustion is the so-called
flameless combustion. It is already widely used in the heat treatment industry
with gaseous fuels, but its adaption to pulverised coal combustion requires further
investigations. The potential of flameless pulverised coal combustion to reduce NOx
emissions has to be determined and design parameters for optimum operation of
burners and furnaces have to be identified.
This work documents results from flameless pulverised coal combustion experi-
ments performed in a small scale test facility and demonstrates the potential of this
technique. Furthermore, numerical models for the prediction of NOx emissions in
flameless pulverised coal combustion burners have been evaluated, validated and
further developed in order to properly predict NOx emissions. Based on these models,
burners have been designed, tested and scaled to industrial size. Simulations of a util-
ity boiler operating with burners modified in order to achieve flameless combustion
show the potential and the applicability of this technique.
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Nitrogen Oxides
The collective term “nitrogen oxides” or in short NOx comprises all compounds of
nitrogen and oxygen. In combustion processes nitric oxide or nitrogen monoxide
(NO) is quantitatively the most important nitrogen oxide with a share of around
90 % of total NOx, Aho et al. [3]. However, being chemically reactive it is oxidised
to nitrogen dioxide (NO2) in the atmosphere. Some NO is already oxidised to NO2
during combustion so that up to 10 % of total NOx, depending on the type of fuel and
the combustion conditions, is directly emitted as NO2. Due to the rapid oxidation of
NO, NOx is often assumed as NO2 in legislation.
In contact with water NO2 hydrolyses to give nitric acid (HNO3) which causes the
so-called acid rain. Moreover, NO2 can harm the respiratory system and cause cancer.
When exposed to intense solar radiation NO2 dissociates to give NO and an oxygen
radical (O) which in turn is a precursor for ozone (O3). Thus, nitrogen oxides are
considered pollutants and there emission has to be controlled.
A third nitrogen oxide important in combustion systems is nitrous oxide (N2O).
However, it forms only under very specific boundary conditions, especially at rela-
tively low temperatures. Although its concentration is usually well below that of NO,
it is important due to its role in global warming. Its global warming potential is 298
over 100 years which means that the effect of a N2O molecule on global warming is
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around 300 times higher than that of CO2. Under conditions leading to high shares
of N2O, the greenhouse gas effect of the emitted N2O can account for up to a third
of the effect of the emitted CO2. Other nitrogen oxides like N2O3, N2O4, and N2O5
only play a subordinate role in combustion processes.
The design of a combustion system in order to yield low NOx emissions is of
major importance for reducing the costs related to post combustion flue gas cleaning.
However, an accurate prediction of NOx emissions is one of the most difficult tasks
in combustion engineering. Literature dealing with the prediction of NOx emissions
from power plants is abundant and a large number of models for simulations with
varying degree of detail exists. A compromise has to be made between the accu-
racy of predictions and the time it takes for calculations. Predictions range from
global estimations based on the type of furnace (for example Fan et al. [36], Li et al.
[99], Stanmore and Visona [157]) to predictions which include coal analysis (Jones
et al. [79], Wörner et al. [184]) or furnace stoichiometry (Förtsch et al. [50], Wendt
[177]). The other end of accuracy is given by predictions which are based on full
reaction mechanisms, for example Glarborg et al. [55], Lilleheie et al. [100]. The
difficulty is to find a prediction method which is manageable and yet is accurate
enough in order to give reasonable results.
The challenge in predicting NOx is the existence of several pathways to NOx
formation which have to be considered individually. Depending on the boundary
conditions, these mechanisms contribute more or less to overall NOx emissions, thus
the key mechanisms for the case investigated have to be identified.
2.1 Formation Mechanisms
The different routes are distinguished by the radicals which initiate the reactions, the
intermediate species involved, and the nitrogen source. The most important pathway
in conventional gas flames is thermal NO formation which describes the conversion
of atmospheric N2 and O2 to NO at elevated temperatures. If nitrogen is bound in
the fuel, high portions of it are converted to NOx during combustion via the so-called
fuel NO path.
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2.1.1 Thermal NO
Thermal NO formation is also known as the Zeldovich mechanism after J. Zeldovich
who was the first to describe this mechanism in 1946 [195]. It consists of two reactions
(R 1) and (R 2) which describe the formation of NO from molecular nitrogen and
oxygen, respectively. Since atomic oxygen is needed for reaction (R 1) and atomic
nitrogen for reaction (R 2), respectively, this mechanism gains importance only at
elevated temperatures where N2 and/or O2 dissociation provides enough radicals.
At lower temperatures NO production via this mechanism is negligible.
N2 +O −⇀↽− NO+N (R 1)
O2 +N −⇀↽− NO+O (R 2)
NO predictions for gas flames based on these two reactions often agree well with
actual emission. Fenimore [39] found, that predictions for fuel rich conditions can be
improved by including a reaction of atomic nitrogen with the OH radical.
N+OH −⇀↽− NO+H (R 3)
Reaction (R 3) had already been proposed by Lavoie et al. [94] in 1970 and is
nowadays often considered in addition to reactions (R 1) and (R 2) to give the so-
called extended Zeldovich mechanism.
For global numerical simulations the (extended) Zeldovich mechanism is typically
reduced to a single global reaction (R 4).
N2 +O2 −⇀↽− 2 NO (R 4)
A common approach in determining the reaction rate of thermal NO formation
and destruction according to the extended Zeldovich mechanism has been derived by
Westenberg [181] by assuming steady state of the N radical in the above reactions.
Furthermore, the O radical concentration is approximated by its final equilibrium
from 2 O −⇀↽− O2, thus yielding eq. 2.1.
d[NO]
dt
=
2[O2]
1/2 KO
(RT)1/2
k1f[N2]− 2[O2]1/2 KO(RT)1/2 k1bk2b
[NO]2
k2f[O2]
1+ k1b[NO]k2f[O2] + k3f[OH]
(2.1)
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Here, [X] describes the molar concentration of species X in mol/m3, kif,b are the
forward and respective backward reaction rate constants of reaction (R i), R is the
universal gas constant, T the temperature, and KO the equilibrium constant of the
reaction 2 O −⇀↽− O2 which is given in Pa1/2.
For the original Zeldovich mechanism eq. 2.1 is simplified by omitting (R 3) so that
no assumption on the OH radical concentration has to be made.
Often, NO reduction is neglected as well and thermal NO production is simulated
with a global forward rate for reaction (R 4) as it is given for example by Schnell
[140].
Experiments presented by Ristic et al. [133] and Stadler et al. [154] show, that
this mechanism contributes less to total NOx emissions in flameless pulverised
coal combustion as compared to conventional flame combustion. However, for
the presented cases the thermal NO share is around 30 to 40 % which apparently
contradicts values found in literature where at most 20 % of total NOx are attributed to
thermal NO and the remainder is attributed to fuel NO [71, 124, 178]. But since actual
fuel NO depends on several parameters which will be discussed in the following
section, this discrepancy could as well be explained by different volatile or nitrogen
contents of the coals.
2.1.2 Fuel NO
Fuel NO is formed when the fuel itself contains nitrogen which is oxidised to NO.
In coal flames a large amount of NOx emissions originates from nitrogen which was
initially bound to the coal. Typically, coals contain 0.5 to 2 % by weight nitrogen
which is released during pyrolysis and char conversion. During pyrolysis, nitrogen is
mainly released in reactive species like HCN or NH3. Nitrogen that is retained in
the char is often connected via chemically reactive bonds. Moreover, these processes
essentially occur in a high temperature regime where the concentration of radicals is
high so that a significant portion of this nitrogen is oxidised to NO.
In many studies NO emission is related to coal composition [92, 143, 163, 184]. The
consensus is, that increasing volatile matter and decreasing nitrogen content of the
parent coal usually cause a decrease in NO emission. However, others have observed
that fuel nitrogen conversion decreased with increasing nitrogen content [124, 179].
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Nitrogen Distribution between Volatiles and Char
Nitrogen is partially released with volatiles and partially with char. It is assumed that
the majority, 60–80 %, of fuel NO emission originates from nitrogen that is released
with volatiles [71, 125]. Jones et al. [78] as well as Williams et al. [183] showed for
bituminous coals, that about 60 % of initial coal nitrogen is retained in the char. The
actual fraction of nitrogen being released with volatiles depends on several factors
like coal type, heating rate, maximum pyrolysis temperature, and residence time [53].
Thomas [163] has conducted numerous tests with a variety of coals and pyrolysis
temperatures. He found that for low volatile coal the N/C ratio of the char is
increased compared to the parent coal. However, for volatile contents exceeding
30–40 % the N/C ratio is decreased slightly. Harding et al. [65] also found the N/C
ratio in the char to be higher than the N/C ratio of the parent coal. However, this
effect depends on the pyrolysis temperature.
A study at the IFRF by Morgan and Dekker [115] showed, that for high temperature
pyrolysis the amount of nitrogen released with volatiles is about 1.2 to 1.7 times
higher than the amount retained in the char.
Spinti and Pershing [151] found, that the conversion of char nitrogen to NO behaves
opposite to the nitrogen conversion to NO from volatiles. Thus, it was concluded
that in order to reduce total NO emissions almost complete release of fuel-nitrogen
should be achieved during devolatilisation.
Wendt [176] developed an empirical relation for the share of nitrogen released
with the volatiles (L) depending on mean pyrolysis temperature (Tpyr) as well as the
volatile content of the parent coal (Yvol):
L =
0.4861 ·Yvol + 3545 · exp
(
−10 300
Tpyr
)
1+ 3545 · exp
(
−10 300
Tpyr
) (2.2)
According to Wendt, this correlation is suitable for pyrolysis temperatures above
1000 K. Below 1000 K nitrogen release is overpredicted.
Friebel and Köpsel [48] found another correlation for the amount of nitrogen
retained in the char which depends on pyrolysis temperature with about 90 % being
retained at a pyrolysis temperature of 400 °C and 60 % being retained at 900 °C.
Pershing and Wendt [125] presented data in which a minimum of 50 % of coal
7
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Figure 2.1: Comparison of volatile nitrogen distribution according to several authors.
Wendt [176]: various coals, Friebel and Köpsel [48]: Rhenish lignite (vol. 52.4 %),
Pershing and Wendt [125]: Western Kentucky (vol. 36.1 %), Jones et al. [78]: various
coals, Pohl and Sarofim [130]: lignite
nitrogen is released with the volatiles at room temperature and up to 100 % at 1400 °C.
Pohl and Sarofim [130] evaluated the nitrogen retained in char for a bituminous coal
and a lignite. Data for the lignite is shown in fig. 2.1 together with data from the
other studies discussed above. The correlation proposed by Wendt [176] yields a
proportioning of nitrogen between volatiles and char which is in between data from
other authors and thus seems to be a good approximation.
Volatile-N Release
The detailed mechanism of nitrogen release is not known. Commonly, release of nitro-
gen via a number of intermediate species is assumed in numerical simulations. Here,
the most important intermediates are NH3 and HCN, Glarborg et al. [54], Stanmore
and Visona [157]. The actual distribution among those differs between various studies
although in the majority of studies HCN is the paramount species. Results from a
number studies are summarised in table 2.1.
According to Pohl and Sarofim [130] and Wendt and Pershing [178], nitrogen
evolution during pyrolysis differs from normal pyrolysis in so far as nitrogen is
released later. Hardly any nitrogen is released with the early volatiles. On the
8
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Table 2.1
Release of nitrogenous species during pyrolysis
species released reference
HCN (1 %), NH3 (10 %), NO (2–3 %) (lignite)
more HCN than NH3 (bituminous coal)
Chen et al. [23]
HCN (11 %), NH3 (88 %), NO (2 %) (λ = 0.5)
HCN (3 %), NH3 (26 %), NO (72 %) (λ = 0.9)
Chen et al. [24]
HCN (cont. via NH3) Ghani and Wendt [52]
HCN (from secondary pyrolysis) Glarborg et al. [53]
HCN (80 %) Hill et al. [72]
HCN, NHi Lendt [95]
HCN, NH3 Miller and Bowman [109]
HCN, NH3 Pershing and Wendt [125]
HCN (+ NH3) Stanmore and Visona [157]
HCN, NH3 Thomas [163]
HCN (+ NH3) Visona and Stanmore [169]
HCN, NH3 Wargadalam et al. [170]
λ: air ratio
contrary, Friebel and Köpsel [48] found nitrogenous species as products of primary
pyrolysis. Bradley et al. [16] also identified NH3 as primary pyrolysis product.
More detailed information comes from Chen et al. [23, 24] who investigated specia-
tion from various coals over a wide range of stoichiometries. These data suggest an
increase of NO with increasing oxygen availability and an increase in HCN and NH3
with decreasing stoichiometric ratio. The effect of increasing HCN and NH3 release
is most pronounced for lignite and high volatile bituminous coals.
Data from flameless pulverised coal combustion experiments by Ristic et al. [133]
show, that during the early stages of combustion under highly substoichiometric
conditions HCN is the dominating nitrogenous species and NH3 and NO are of
minor importance.
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Char-N Release
A review of char nitrogen conversion is given by Molina et al. [111]. Concerning the
release of nitrogen during char conversion, it is important to consider the distribution
of the species released as well as the rate of nitrogen release relative to char conver-
sion. In most studies, for example Jones et al. [78], Kim et al. [85], nitrogen release
is assumed to be proportional to carbon conversion. However, Baxter et al. [10]
presented experiments showing a peak of nitrogen release relative to carbon release
at the onset of char conversion levelling out to a proportional release towards the end
of char conversion. For modelling purposes, such a detailed temporal description
of char nitrogen release should represent the actual process more precisely, but this
degree of detail is commonly neglected with a view to the number of assumptions
that have to be made for the prediction of NOx emissions with numerical simulations.
According to literature, the main products from char nitrogen conversion are N2
and/or NO [4, 95, 125, 157, 163, 169]. Nelson et al. [119] showed that about 50 % of
char nitrogen are converted to NO whereby this fraction can increase to about 70 to
80 % under fuel lean conditions and decrease to 30 to 40 % under fuel rich conditions.
Experiments conducted by Spinti and Pershing [151] showed that about 40–60 % of
char nitrogen are converted to NOx during combustion. Park et al. [122, 123] carried
out some more detailed experiments relating the species distribution to the oxidiser:
according to these studies, about two thirds of char nitrogen are released as N2 and
the remainder as NO and HCN when the oxidiser is O2. If CO2 is the oxidiser, all
char nitrogen is released as N2. The fraction of N2 drops to about one fifth when
H2O is the oxidiser. The remainder of char nitrogen is released as HCN and NH3.
From these considerations follows, that NOx emissions could be reduced if char is
oxidised by CO2. However, as has been shown by Stadler et al. [155], an increase
of the fraction of char which is oxidised by CO2 also increases the fraction of char
which is oxidised by H2O which causes a large amount of nitrogen to be emitted in
chemically active species. Thus, beneficial char oxidation conditions might be hard to
achieve in real combustion systems.
The findings by Park et al. correlate well with data from Nelson et al. [119] because
under fuel rich conditions more char is oxidised by CO2 and H2O which leads to
a reduced conversion to NO. Similar results for a variety of coals were found by
Feng et al. [38]. McKenzie et al. [106] also showed that NH3 is a product of char
10
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Table 2.2
Release of nitrogenous species during char conversion
species released reference
N2, some NO Aihara et al. [4]
N2 (60 %), NO (35 %), HCN (5 %) (600 °C)
N2 (95 %), NO (5 %) (1100 °C)
Ashman et al. [6]
HCN Hill et al. [72]
NO (15 %), N2 (85 %) Flores and Fletcher [47]
HCN (0–20 %), NH3 (0–8 %) (TP = 900–1300 K) Johnsson [77]
NO, N2 Lendt [95]
NO (90 %), HCN (7 %), N2O (1 %) Molina et al. [114]
NO, N2 Pershing and Wendt [124]
NO (+ N2) Stanmore and Visona [157]
NO Thomas [163]
NO (+ N2) Visona and Stanmore [169]
NO, HCN Wargadalam et al. [170]
NH3* oxidiser H2O McKenzie et al. [106]
N2 (64 %), NO (28 %), HCN (5 %) oxidiser O2 Park et al. [122]
N2 oxidiser CO2 Park et al. [122]
N2 (17.5 %), HCN (38.5 %), NH3 (44 %) oxidiser H2O Park et al. [122]
N2 (23 %), HCN (30 %), NH3 (47 %) oxidiser H2O Park et al. [123]
* strong influence of coal type
oxidation by H2O. Data provided by Ashman et al. [6], Hill et al. [72], Johnsson [77]
or Wargadalam et al. [170] also substantiates the necessity to consider more than
only N2 and NO as char nitrogen products. The different studies are summarised in
table 2.2.
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2.1.3 Prompt NO
Next to the direct release of intermediate species from volatiles or char, these can also
be formed by homogeneous reaction of molecular nitrogen with hydrocarbon radicals
as has been reported by Fenimore [39]. According to de Soete [148], the majority
of this so-called prompt NO proceeds via HCN as intermediate species. Reaction
(R 5) has been investigated intensively by Glarborg et al. [56] and Miller and Bowman
[109].
CHi +N2 −→ HCN+ ... (R 5)
This mechanism plays only a subordinate role in the combustion of pulverised fuels
as they contain a lot of nitrogen which is released via the fuel NO path. According to
Hayhurst and Vince [69], prompt NO contributes less than 5 % to total NO emission
from homogeneous flames.
2.1.4 N2O
Nitrous oxide can be important for two different reasons. On the one hand, as
already mentioned in the introduction, it is an important greenhouse gas with a
global warming potential much higher than that of CO2. On the other hand, N2O is
an intermediate product on a route to NO formation. N2O is formed primarily via
reaction R 6.
O+N2 +M −→ N2O+M (R 6)
According to Löffler et al. [101], N2O is oxidised by atomic oxygen to form NO
(R 7) or it is reduced by any of the radicals O, OH or H to form N2 (R 8–10).
N2O+O −⇀↽− NO+NO (R 7)
N2O+O −→ N2 +O2 (R 8)
N2O+OH −→ N2 +HO2 (R 9)
N2O+H −⇀↽− N2 +OH (R 10)
12
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Due to the high concentration of these radicals in flames at elevated temperatures,
N2O has only a short lifetime and thus can be neglected as a pollutant, Kramlich et al.
[90]. NO formation via intermediate N2O is usually also negligible compared to NO
formation via the other paths described above. However, at low temperatures, as they
prevail in fluidised bed combustion for example, the N2O path becomes important.
Furthermore, Yang and Blasiak [192, 193] found that the N2O intermediate path
becomes important in gas flames under HiTAC conditions as well. HiTAC is a
combustion method which will be further described in chapter 3.
In addition to the homogeneous mechanism, there is also a heterogeneous path.
Tullin et al. [167] found out, that N2O can be formed by char oxidation in the
presence of NO. De Soete et al. [149] showed, that with increasing temperature
the conversion of char nitrogen to N2O gains importance and the conversion to N2
decreases. Nevertheless, the majority of char nitrogen is converted to NO so that the
N2O mechanism is neglected in most global NOx emission investigations.
2.1.5 Reburning of NO
Reburning is the reduction of NO by reaction with fuel radicals or with char. Es-
pecially under fuel rich conditions, NO acts as an oxidiser for char, gaseous hydro-
carbons or nitrogenous intermediate species, thus the concentration of NO can be
reduced significantly. These reactions are considered separately for homogeneous
gas phase reactions and heterogeneous reactions at the char surface.
Homogeneous Reburning
Homogeneous reactions leading to the reduction of NO are abundant. Next to the
reverse direction of the thermal NO mechanism, NO can also be reduced by reaction
with hydrocarbon radicals. These reactions yield other intermediate nitrogenous
species, primarily HCN. In a further step, HCN can be reduced to N2, oxidised to
NO again, or it can react to NH3.
The reburning process is usually described by two or three reactions. The first is
the reaction between hydrocarbons (CH4, CHi or volatiles) and NO.
CHi +NO −→ HCN+H2O+ ... (R 11)
13
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According to Smoot et al. [147], HCN then decays further through NCO → NH
→ N. These subsequent steps can be considered with global reactions as well. For
example, de Soete [148] determined a global reaction rate for the reaction of HCN
with NO.
HCN+NO −→ N2 +CO+ 0.5 H2 (R 12)
This reaction is primarily important in fuel rich regions, since HCN oxidation
by O2 is faster than oxidation with NO. However, as the first reaction (R 11) also
occurs mainly in fuel rich zones, oxidation of intermediates by O2 is unlikely in this
mechanism. The elementary path through NH is more accurately described by HCN
oxidation to NHi and subsequent oxidation to N2
HCN+H2O −→ NH3 +CO (R 13)
NH3 +NO −→ N2 + 0.5 H2 +H2O (R 14)
Heterogeneous Reburning
Nitrogen oxides not only react with radicals in the gas phase but also on the surface
of char and soot. Especially the reduction of NO on the char surface is important for
a proper prediction of NO emission in pulverised coal combustion.
NO+C(s) −→ 0.5 N2 +CO (R 15)
In some older studies heterogeneous reduction of NO was neglected, for example
Bose et al. [14], whereas nowadays almost all NO models for coal combustion
comprise this. Determination of the NO reduction rate is subject to numerous studies
[27, 32, 45, 78, 97, 141, 159] whereby almost all studies favour a first order reaction
with respect to NO according to eq. 2.3.
d[NO]
dt
= A · exp
(−E
RT
)
· Ac · pNO (2.3)
Here, A is the preexponential factor, E the activation energy, Ac the specific surface
of the char in m2/g and pNO the partial pressure of NO.
14
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Figure 2.2: Comparison of reaction rate constants of the char NO reaction (R 15)
according to literature discussed above; 1: Aarna and Suuberg [1]; 2: Chen and Tang
[27], lignite; 3: Chen and Tang [27], bituminous; 4: Commandré et al. [32]; 5: Levy
et al. [97]; 6: Schönenbeck et al. [141]; 7: Sun et al. [159]
Reaction rate constants spread over several orders of magnitude depending on the
carbon type and the test conditions. A compilation of selected reaction rate constants
is presented in fig. 2.2, the corresponding numerical data in table 2.3.
Reviews on NO reduction on the surface of char have been carried out by Aarna
and Suuberg [1] and more recently by Stanmore et al. [156] and for the reaction
under fluidised bed conditions by Johnsson [77] and Li et al. [98]. Consensus in
literature is, that there are two regimes with respect to temperature whereby in the
low temperature range (T < 900 K) the activation energy is lower compared to the
high temperature range. Guo and Hecker [59] showed, that the transition temperature
between the low temperature and the high temperature range is shifted to higher
temperatures with increasing rank of the coal char. As shown in table 2.3, the acti-
vation energy for the high temperature regime is in the order of 1.2–1.45 · 105 J/mol.
The above cited reviews present activation energies for the low temperature regime
in the order of 2.0–7.0 · 104 J/mol.
Next to heterogeneous reduction of NO according to reaction (R 15) catalytic re-
actions on the char surface can be important as well. Several authors [22, 49, 97]
concluded, that the reaction rate is influenced by the CO concentration in the sur-
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roundings. This effect can be attributed to a reaction of NO with CO which is
catalysed on the char surface, (R 16).
NO+CO
Cs−→ 0.5 N2 +CO2 (R 16)
Apparently, the effect of catalytic NO reduction is reduced with increasing temper-
ature. Molina et al. [112] investigated the influence at a temperature of 1698 K and
found evidence that NO reduction by CO is relatively small. At lower temperatures
it might become important to consider both paths, char NO reaction and catalytic
reduction of NO by CO, as is done for example by Chambrion et al. [21], Goel et al.
[57] and Furusawa et al. [49].
Kilpinen et al. [84] compared the relative importance of both paths with different
sets of parameters. In the investigated temperature range between 973 and 1173 K no
mechanism is negligible.
Chan et al. [22] developed a reaction rate for the NO char reaction considering the
influence of CO. In their approach CO reacts with chemisorbed oxygen which is
deposited on the surface by NO, reactions (R 17–19).
NO+Cf −→ C(O)+ 0.5 N2 (R 17)
CO+C(O) −→ CO2 +Cf (R 18)
C(O) −→ CO (R 19)
Here, C(O) describes oxygen chemisorbed on the surface and the subscript f
designates an active carbon site. The global reaction rate can be determined from
wNO =
k17pNO(k18pCO + k19)
k17pNO + k18pCO + k19
(2.4)
whereby the individual reaction rates are
k17 = 2.1 · 10−3 exp(−1.088 · 108/(RT)) [mol/(m2· s ·Pa)] (2.5)
k18 = 7.4 · 10−6 exp(−7.950 · 107/(RT)) [mol/(m2· s ·Pa)] (2.6)
k19 = 1.5 · 10+1 exp(−1.674 · 108/(RT)) [mol/(m2· s)] (2.7)
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It can be summarised, that NO reduction rates on the surface of coal and its chars
vary by several orders of magnitude depending not only on the temperature range but
also on the active surface area or mineral components in the coal or char which act as
catalysts. No reliable prediction method for NO-char reaction kinetics is available up
to now. Common practice is to adapt the pre-exponential factor from a given kinetic
rate in order to fit experimental data, for example see Cancès et al. [18], Commandré
et al. [32], or Molina et al. [113].
2.2 Control Measures
In recent years much effort has been put into the reduction of NOx emissions in com-
bustion processes. However, emission restrictions could only be met by introducing
secondary (post-combustion) measures. In order to save these extra expenditures,
primary (in-furnace) measures to prevent NOx formation, such as air staging and fuel
staging, are being developed. These techniques are designed in order to influence
a given mechanism discussed in the previous section. For example air staging is
designed to reduce the flame temperature and thereby reduce thermal NO formation,
fuel staging is designed to benefit from the NO reduction mechanism. Flameless
combustion is based on a combination of air and fuel staging.
2.2.1 Air Staging
By adding only a part of the overall air through the burner and the remainder
downstream of the main reaction zone, the local stoichiometry is controlled and
thereby the temperature and thus NOx formation can be influenced.
In power plants this technique is used only with modest staging ratios, i.e. the
burner air ratio is at least λb = 0.9 because lower values would yield a highly
reducing atmosphere which would give rise to increased corrosion on the walls.
Nevertheless, due to specific furnace aerodynamics modern lignite power plants
comply with emission restrictions without any secondary NOx reduction measures.
Only modest staging in the order of λb = 0.9 is used in these furnaces. The burners
are operated at these near stoichiometric conditions whereas full burnout is achieved
18
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by additional burnout air. However, up to now post-combustion measures are
necessary for the combustion of bituminous coals.
2.2.2 Fuel Staging
Another technique is fuel staging or reburning where about 10 to 20 % of the fuel
(based on the heating value) is injected downstream of the primary reaction zone. NOx
which forms in the primary reaction zone can be reduced within the reburn zone. In
this fuel-rich reburning zone, NO is reduced to nitrogen by reaction with fuel radicals.
NOx emission reductions between 50 and 70 % are obtainable, Hampartsoumian et al.
[62]. Full scale demonstration projects for example in Japan (Mitsubishi Advanced
Combustion Technology – MACT) or in Vado Ligure, Italy have proven the concept
with NOx emission reduction efficiencies of up to 60 % depending on the furnace
design and coal type without a reduction of the combustion efficiency.
2.2.3 Flameless Combustion
Recently, a concept based on high flue gas recirculation rates has been successfully
proven to significantly reduce NOx emissions in gas fired furnaces. The recirculating
flue gas dampens temperature fluctuations within the furnace by mixing with the
reactants. This dilution causes a reduction of the local adiabatic flame temperature
and thereby causes peak temperatures within the furnace to be reduced. The dilution
also causes the reaction to proceed in a much larger volume. Therefore, no visible
flame front develops. This technique has been developed in the early 1990s at
Tokyo Gas, Japan (Nakamachi et al. [118]) and by WS Wärmeprozesstechnik GmbH,
Germany (Wünning and Wünning [187], Wünning [189]).
19
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CHAPTER 3
Flameless Combustion
The concept of flameless combustion has evolved during the last decades as a measure
to improve the efficiency of combustion systems. Back in the 1970s, Hardesty and
Weinberg [64] already described a combustion system with heat recirculation for
gases of low heat content. The enthalpy of the educts is increased due to the heat
recirculation. Moreover, the enthalpy of the products prior to the heat recirculation is
also higher than without heat recirculation or in the words of Hardesty “the burners
make use of an enthalpy excess over both initial and final states”. Thus, this concept
has been called “excess enthalpy combustion”.
In the following years great efforts have been put into the development of recuper-
ative and regenerative heat exchangers in order to transfer a maximum of the heat
of the products to the reactants. However, simply increasing the temperature of the
reactants also increases the flame temperature which would lead to increased NOx
emissions. Thus, low-NOx burners for high temperature air combustion had to be
designed [118, 160].
Only in the 1990s the potential of this concept to also reduce emissions has been
investigated. Due to the high inlet air temperature this technique has soon been
called “High Temperature Air Combustion (HiTAC)”. Katsuki and Hasegawa [82]
investigated a system of alternating regenerative burners with air preheat up to
21
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1000 °C and found low NOx emissions due to the high dilution of the reactants.
Furthermore, combustion noise was suppressed and the system showed a high heat
transfer efficiency. Weber et al. [172, 175] showed that chemical reactions in heat
recirculating furnaces are primarily mixing controlled and not chemically controlled.
In parallel, Wünning and Wünning [187] carried out research on a technique
they called “Flameless Oxidation” or “FLOX®”1. Here, the naming was related
to characteristics of the flame itself rather than its boundary conditions. In theory,
FLOX® is possible without air preheating although it is usually included for improved
combustion efficiency. A difference between the design described by Nakamachi et al.
[118] and the design described by Wünning and Wünning [187] is the arrangement of
the fuel and air nozzles. Where fuel nozzles are arranged around a central air nozzle
in the “Japanese” design, the fuel nozzle is put on the axis and surrounded by air
nozzles on the circumference in the “German” design.
The mechanisms behind all these namings which can be generalised to “flameless
combustion” are very similar. In principle, there are two ways to achieve flameless
combustion. Either mixing of the reactants has to be retarded until they are suffi-
ciently diluted or the temperature of the reactants has to remain below their ignition
temperature until dilution has occurred. Thus, if the reactants are injected at high
temperatures, the distance between the injections has to be large enough in order
to allow for dilution. Both, oxidiser and fuel, should entrain flue gases in order to
reduce the adiabatic flame temperature after mixing. If the reactants are injected
together or right next to each other, their temperature has to be low enough to allow
for dilution with reaction products prior to ignition.
Since in flameless combustion reactions are spread over a larger volume compared
to conventional flames, another name which has appeared is “volumetric combustion”
[12]. In another context this expression is also used to refer to the broadening of
the flame front in HiTAC compared to conventional flames, Tsuji et al. [166]. Also,
the name “MILD – Moderate or Intense Low Oxygen Dilution” has been widely
used. Cavaliere and de Joannon [19] defined this latter combustion scheme by the
relations between inlet temperature, self ignition temperature of the mixture, and
maximum temperature of the “flame”. The inlet temperature has to be higher than
the self ignition temperature and the difference between flame temperature and inlet
1The acronym FLOX® is a registered trademark of WS Wärmeprozesstechnik GmbH in Germany.
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Table 3.1
Compilation of different namings for flameless combustion discussed in this section
acronym full name reference
colourless combustion Gupta et al. [60]
excess enthalpy combustion Hardesty and Weinberg [64]
flameless combustion Wünning [185]
FLOX® FLameless OXidation Wünning [187, 188]
“the green flame” Gupta [61]
HiCOT High temperature COmbustion
Technology
Niioka [120]
HiTAC High Temperature Air Combustion Katsuki and Hasegawa [82]
invisible flame Choi and Katsuki [30]
LNI Low NOx Injection Cain et al. [17]
MILD Moderate or Intense Low Oxygen
Dilution
Cavaliere and de Joannon [19]
NTAFC Normal Temperature Air Flameless
Combustion
Xing et al. [190]
volumetric combustion Blasiak [12]
temperature has to be lower than the self ignition temperature. A compilation of the
discussed namings is given in table 3.1 including further names which are sometimes
used.
The expression “flameless combustion” is based on the reduced emission of visible
light in this combustion mode. Due to the low concentration of reactants, the reaction
zone is extended so that light emission is distributed as well. Moreover, the local
adiabatic flame temperature is reduced and thus the overall emission of visible
light from particles is reduced as well. This gives rise to a definition of “flameless
combustion” already published earlier by Stadler and Kneer [153].
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Flameless Combustion: “A combustion mode that avoids a luminous reaction
zone and reduces the local adiabatic flame temperature in the reaction zone by a strong
dilution of the reactants with hot inert gases causing a homogeneous temperature
distribution in the entire furnace volume.”
Once the technique had been developed and applied in several furnaces, research
in the field shifted towards more fundamental investigations on the mechanisms
leading to the reduction of NOx emissions. For example, Mancini et al. [105] found
out, that prompt NO is of little importance and that the majority of NOx is formed
by the thermal path. Moreover, reburning was also found to be negligible.
After the concept had been developed for gas combustion, the International Flame
Research Foundation (IFRF) carried out several test runs on the applicability of
HiTAC to oil combustion, Weber et al. [173], and pulverised coal combustion, van de
Kamp et al. [81], Orsino et al. [121], Smart and van de Kamp [145]. A reduction of
NOx emissions together with enhanced char combustion in HiTAC of pulverised coal
has been identified by Suda et al. [158]. Weber et al. [174] identified the NOx emission
reduction potential of pulverised coal flames to be due to highly substoichiometric
zones in which volatiles are burned.
3.1 Recent Investigations
The introduction of a new combustion technique usually occurs first for gaseous
fuels and is later adapted to liquid and solid fuels. For example “excess enthalpy
combustion” has been investigated for gaseous fuels by Hardesty and Weinberg [64]
and some 15 years later it has been adapted to oil and coal flames by the IFRF [81].
FLOX® also has been developed and brought to the market for gaseous fuels first
[187] and is currently being adapted to solid fuels because it has been proven to
significantly save energy and reduce NOx emissions.
The first steps in showing the applicability of the mechanisms of flameless com-
bustion to pulverised coal combustio n system were the HiTAC experiments at the
IFRF.
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3.1.1 High Temperature Air Combustion
From the late 1970s on, systematic experimental investigations on High Temperature
Air Combustion of coal were carried out at the IFRF where the aim was to explore
potential synergies between gas turbines and pulverised coal combustion systems,
Graf et al. [58], van de Kamp et al. [81]. A simulated gas turbine exhaust gas with a
temperature of 450 to 550 °C and a reduced oxygen content between 10 and 21 vol.-%
was used for the combustion of coal in a standard swirl burner. With a reduction of
the oxygen content, NOx emissions dropped and hardly any flame radiation in the
visible spectrum could be observed anymore. NOx emissions were independent of
the inlet temperature.
This technique has been realised in 1984 in the hard coal fired power plant Ger-
steinwerk of RWE power company in Germany. Here, the turbine exhaust gas has a
temperature of about 480 °C at an oxygen concentration of around 16 %.
Starting in 1999 the IFRF carried out pulverised coal combustion tests in air pre-
heated to 1100 to 1300 °C within the High Efficiency Combustion Programme [121]. In
order to overcome the high NOx emissions usually associated with high air preheat,
the air inlet and the coal inlet were separated. Air was injected through a central
nozzle with a velocity of approximately 65 m/s whereas coal was injected through
two nozzles on opposite sides of the air jet at varying distances between 175 and
385 mm. It was reported, that fuel injection close to the air injection caused high NOx
emissions due to a oxygen rich primary combustion zone whereas best results were
obtained for the coal being injected further from the central air.
At the same time, experiments by Kiga et al. [83] at combustion air temperatures
between ambient and 800 °C revealed an improved combustion performance and
reduced NOx emissions with increased air preheat. However, it was concluded that a
reduction of the oxidiser oxygen concentration was not suitable for pulverised coal
combustion.
3.1.2 Flameless Coal Combustion under Pressurised Conditions
Following the FLOX® concept without the need for extensive air preheat, probably
the first experimental investigations for flameless pulverised coal combustion were
conducted at RWTH Aachen University within a project concerned with pressurised
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pulverised coal combustion [43, 44]. Experiments were carried out at a furnace
pressure of 0.3 MPa. A part of the combustion air was mixed with the coal flow prior
to the combustion chamber and was injected with a velocity around 130 m/s. The
remaining combustion air was injected close to the central nozzle so that combustion
occurred under fuel lean conditions. A reduction of NOx emissions in the order of
25 % for lignites and 75 % for bituminous coals compared to a standard swirl burner
was reported by Fielenbach et al. [44].
3.1.3 Flameless Coal Combustion in Reburning Furnaces
Next to the studies of flameless pulverised coal combustion in the primary combustion
zone, Hardy and Kordylewski [66] also applied the concept to a reburning furnace.
By injecting the reburn fuel, in this case lignite, with pure nitrogen instead of air, the
local stoichiometry was reduced so that peak temperatures in the reaction zone were
reduced. The reburn efficiency was reported to be enhanced by about 10–20 % thus
reducing NOx emissions. The luminous flame also disappeared.
3.1.4 EU-Project FLOX-COAL
Within the European Union funded project FLOX-COAL [134] the potential of the
flameless combustion technique in pulverised coal combustion was further inves-
tigated. A flameless pulverised coal burner concept has been developed which is
similar to the “German” design for flameless gas combustion burners described
above. A central coal jet with approximately 10 m/s exit velocity is surrounded by
three nozzles for the combustion air which is injected with a velocity between 60 and
200 m/s.
Experiments on lab and pilot scale test facilities (2 to 60 kW) have been carried out
with a variety of coal types. A NOx emission reduction of 20 to 50 % depending on
the burner air ratio (λb) and coal type has been reported. With this reduction, NOx
emissions almost comply with the legislative limit of 200 mg/m3 (stp).
The developed burners have also been scaled to a commercial 40 MW size and the
implications of flameless combustion on the operation of a commercial boiler have
been investigated. Simulations showed the general applicability of the concept in a
tangentially fired furnace.
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3.1.5 ROFA – Rotating Opposed Fire Air
A commercial application of the principles of flameless combustion was developed
by Nalco Mobotec. The approach, which is also described by Blasiak [13], is based on
deep staging at the burners and intense turbulence generation at the over fire ports
which is called ROFA (Rotating Opposed Fire Air). By asymmetrically injecting the
over fire air, mixing is improved and the temperature is homogenised. A significant
NOx reduction potential was reported. Currently, this technique is integrated into
one of the boilers of Opole power plant of BOT power company in Poland together
with in-furnace injection of ammonia or urea with the aim to reduce NOx emissions
below 200 mg/m3.
3.2 Characteristics of Flameless Combustion
Flameless combustion has several theoretical advantages over conventional combus-
tion systems in terms of low NOx emissions. First of all, peak temperatures are
reduced and thus thermal NO is reduced or even prevented completely. However, in
coal combustion the majority of NOx emissions result from the fuel NO path. Recent
experiments by Ristic et al. [133] have shown, that this portion is further increased in
flameless pulverised coal combustion as thermal NO is reduced. The reduction of
thermal NO is accompanied by a slight increase in fuel NO.
3.2.1 Temperature Distribution
The intense convective motion in the furnace is the reason for the flat temperature
gradients which are characteristic to flameless combustion.
In fig. 3.1 a sketch of the temperature field obtained with flameless combustion (top)
is compared to that of a conventional flame (bottom) at the same boundary conditions
(that is wall temperature, thermal load, stoichiometry). Fuel and combustion air are
injected at relatively low temperature. In flameless combustion the reactants quickly
entrain large amounts of flue gases and are thereby heated. The temperature rises
gradually up to a maximum which extends almost throughout the entire furnace.
In comparison, the temperature field of the conventional flame is characterised by a
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Figure 3.1: Idealised schematic temperature field of flameless combustion (top) and
conventional flame (bottom); adapted from [153, 186]
small zone of very high temperatures which is localised near the burner. Almost all
heat of the combustion is released in this small zone.
The convective motion in flameless combustion not only homogenises the tempera-
ture field, but also minimises temperature fluctuations in the reaction zone.
3.2.2 Temperature Fluctuations
Hasegawa et al. [67, 68] presented results from temperature measurements in con-
ventional gas flames showing variations of 25 % (± 200 K) related to the mean
temperature at the flame point with the highest temperature. The frequency of these
fluctuations was in the order of 100 Hz. In measurements under HiTAC conditions
these fluctuations were only about ± 4 K and thus found to be negligible. Further ex-
periments by Choi and Katsuki [30] and Katsuki and Hasegawa [82] showed slightly
higher temperature fluctuations in the order of 40 to 75 K under high temperature
air combustion conditions. Kitagawa et al. [87] presented similar results which were
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obtained by spectroscopic analysis of two different C2 emission bands. With the
system used, two-dimensional temperature fields could be recorded, thus information
about fluctuations from the whole reaction zone could be obtained. However, the
difference in temperature fluctuations derived from spectroscopic analysis was not as
pronounced as compared to the thermocouple measurements by Hasegawa et al.
Since turbulent fluctuations of the temperature considerably influence turbulent
reaction rates, the reduction of temperature fluctuations in flameless combustion can
be another reason for reduced NOx emissions in flameless combustion.
3.2.3 Burnout
The reduced concentration of oxygen together with the lower temperature in flameless
combustion raises the question whether full burnout can be achieved when adapting
this combustion mode to pulverised coal combustion. However, due to the increased
combustion volume compared to conventional flames, the residence time of the
particles in the reaction zone is increased, too. The gas composition in the reaction
zone also differs from conventional flames as the partial pressures of CO2 and H2O
are higher. In the recirculation zone, the CO2 and H2O concentrations usually exceed
the O2 concentration significantly. Thus, char is not only oxidised by O2 but also by
CO2 and H2O [155].
In substoichiometric reaction zones, these additional reactions together with the
large volume of reaction can lead to an improved char burnout prior to the injection
of burnout air. Ristic et al. [135] confirmed these considerations with experiments
of flameless pulverised coal combustion showing full burnout (carbon in ash below
0.3 %).
3.2.4 Radiation
Since the temperature and species distribution changes, it is obvious that radiative
heat transfer from flameless combustion differs from conventional combustion as well.
In flameless gas combustion the reaction zone cannot be visually determined. Even in
flameless combustion of coal, hardly any light emission in the visible spectrum can be
recorded from within the furnace [44] although the main radiation in a conventional
coal flame originates from particles (coal, ash, soot). Presumably, particles in flameless
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pulverised coal combustion are not as hot as in conventional flames and thus radiation
is emitted further in the infrared. Also, absorption in the gas phase is increased since
it contains a high portion of radiative active species like CO2 and H2O. This energy
is than emitted again at larger wavelengths.
Gupta et al. [60] discovered an intensification of chemiluminescence signals for high
temperature air combustion of gaseous fuels. Under certain conditions of increased
inlet temperature and low oxygen concentrations, the chemiluminescence of the CH *
radical at 431.5 nm turned out to be the prevailing visible emission from hydrocarbon
flames. This phenomenon gave rise to the expression “the green flame” by Gupta
[61].
A detailed investigation of OH * chemiluminescence of flameless oxidation of
methane revealed an extensive reaction zone without a sharp flame edge, Plessing
et al. [129]. Similar results were concluded from OH * chemiluminescence in flameless
pulverised coal combustion, Ristic et al. [132]. A typical flame image shows much
stronger peak values of chemiluminescence compared to a much more distributed
appearance in the flameless mode.
Due to the homogeneous distribution of temperature and species, heat transfer to
the walls is likely to be more evenly distributed in flameless combustion. Measure-
ments at gas flames under HiTAC and MILD combustion conditions showed a high
and homogeneous heat transfer throughout the entire furnace volume, Weber et al.
[172, 174].
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CHAPTER 4
Experimental Investigations
Experiments have been carried out in order to determine the characteristics of burn-
ers for flameless pulverised coal combustion. That is, NO and CO emissions have
been investigated as a function of the burner air ratio λb, the thermal load, the inlet
velocity of the combustion air, and the volume of the primary combustion zone
prior to the injection of burnout air. These data are used to determine optimum
operational parameters and to develop criteria for scaling of the flameless combus-
tion concept. Moreover, experimental data serve as reference for the validation of
numerical simulations.
4.1 Test Facility
The test facility as shown in fig. 4.1 is a cylindrical top fired furnace with an inner
diameter of 400 mm and a total height of 4200 mm. At the centre plane of the furnace
are access ports for optical and probe measurement techniques. The burner itself
is axially traversable so that in-flame measurements at varying distances from the
burner plane are possible. For measurements in the burner proximity, the burner is
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Figure 4.1: Test facility at RWTH Aachen University
traversed downwards so that the length of the combustion chamber is reduced to
around 2100 mm.
For global measurements which are presented here, burnout air was introduced
through the measurement ports, and the burner was traversed to a position between
1200 and 1600 mm above the measurement plane. With the variation of the burner
position the furnace volume and thus the residence time in the primary combustion
zone can be varied.
The combustion chamber is heated electrically so that the wall temperature can be
held constant throughout measurements.
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coal jet
combustion air jet
recirculation
Figure 4.2: Scheme of flow field of flameless combustion
Nitrogen is used for inertisation of the electric heating and the coal flow as well as
for sealing flows around the burner and between the burner plate and the furnace
wall.
Coal is injected with a gas stream of either nitrogen or air. Coal mass flow is
regulated by screw feeders and is measured through weighing of the mass difference.
The accuracy of the system is around 0.1 to 0.2 kg/h which corresponds to roughly
±1 kW.
4.2 Burner Design
As already mentioned earlier, the key requirement for achieving flameless combustion
is the retardation of ignition until the reactants are sufficiently diluted. Pershing and
Wendt [125] already stated that by deferring the mixing between coal and combustion
air, NO formation from volatiles can be reduced. In the current setup this has been
achieved by slightly separating the coal injection from the air inlet and inducing a
strong recirculation by a high momentum of the air jet. The burner design is closely
related to the “German” design of flameless gas burners.
Figure 4.2 shows a scheme of the flow field around a flameless coal burner. It
shows the coal jet in the centre of the burner (≈ 10 m/s) and three high momentum
injections (≈ 60–200 m/s) of the combustion air around it. Additionally, the induced
recirculation of hot flue gases to the burner vicinity is indicated.
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Due to the arrangement of the nozzles, recirculated hot flue gases not only dilute
the combustion air, but can also penetrate between the air jets directly to the coal jet
where the particles are thereby heated in a reducing atmosphere.
After initial burner designs within the project FLOX-COAL [134], the burner has
been redesigned in order to increase the recirculation ratio r = m˙rec/m˙in because
an increase of the recirculation ratio should improve dilution of the reactants and
enhance the reburning efficiency. The recirculation ratio is defined as the maximum
recirculated mass m˙rec related to the injected mass m˙in. It primarily depends on the
inlet velocity of the combustion air as an increased inlet momentum causes more
surrounding fluid to be entrained. Curtet [33] developed theoretical estimations for
the recirculation ratio of a single confined jet.
r = 0.43(m0.5− 1.65) (4.1)
This estimation is only valid for m > 4 whereby the parameter m is the dimension-
less Craya-Curtet number which is defined as:
m =
Pin
P∞
+
Pc
P∞
− 1
2
(4.2)
Here, P is the total momentum and the index in corresponds to the jet inlet, the
index c to any coflow and the index ∞ to the momentum of the mixed fluid based on
the entire cross section. The Craya-Curtet number can also be expressed in differential
form, Zhu and Rodi [196]:
m =
S
V˙2in
∫
S
(
u2 +
p
ρ
)
dS− 1
2
(4.3)
where S is the overall cross section of the inflow plane, V˙in the total inlet volume
flow rate, u the velocity, p the pressure and ρ the density of the gas. Equations 4.1
and 4.3 have been evaluated for the burner used in the current work. The resulting
recirculation ratio in dependence of the inlet velocity is shown in fig. 4.3. The
recirculation rate increases monotonically with the inlet velocity. For low velocities
the increase is more pronounced than for higher inlet velocities. Following the above
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Figure 4.3: Recirculation rate as function of combustion air velocity for the burner
used in the current study, volumetric flow rate of combustion air: 30 m3/h
considerations, an increase in the combustion air velocity should be beneficial for low
NOx combustion.
Cavigiolo et al. [20] report for gas flames in the MILD combustion regime that
recirculation ratios of at least 3.5 and 4 (ethane and methane, respectively) are
necessary in order to sustain combustion. Assuming similar values for pulverised
coal combustion, a combustion air velocity of 10 to 15 m/s would be sufficient.
However, this velocity is well below the inlet velocity of conventional jet burners. For
example the inlet velocity of the combustion air in Opole power plant, which will be
discussed in chapter 6, is around 70 m/s.
A sketch of the burner used for the experiments is shown in fig. 4.4. Coal is injected
through a central pipe whereas the combustion air is injected from a distribution
chamber through three nozzles on a pitch circle of 90 mm. The inlet velocity of the
combustion air can be varied by replacing the nozzles in the distribution chamber
with an insert with different nozzle diameters. The burner is characterised by three
dimensions: the diameter of the coal inlet (17.6 mm), the pitch circle (90 mm), and the
diameter of the combustion air nozzles (variable inserts with 6 mm, 7 mm and 8 mm).
Dots in the sketch mark positions where thermocouples are located.
With increasing pitch circle the assumption of a single confined jet is not applicable
anymore. Thus, its influence on the recirculation ratio has been evaluated in cold
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Figure 4.4: Sketch of burner with positions of thermocouples
flow simulations with the software Fluent and the k-ε realisable turbulence model.
Figure 4.5 shows simulated recirculation rates for a pitch circle variation between
50 and 150 mm. Hardly any influence of the pitch circle of the combustion air can
be seen. The recirculated mass increases only slightly with increasing pitch circle.
Moreover, the influence of the pitch circle is negligible compared to the influence
of the combustion air velocity, fig. 4.3. However, an increase in the pitch circle also
increases the time before coal and combustion air mix, and allows for further flue gas
entrainment into the carrier air so that dilution should improve. The burner has been
designed with the maximum pitch circle which could be realised in the test furnace.
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Figure 4.5: Simulated recirculation rate as function of pitch circle of combustion air
nozzles, volumetric flow rate of combustion air 25 m3/h with 7 mm nozzles
4.3 Boundary Conditions
Measurements discussed here were conducted at wall temperatures between 850 and
950 °C unless stated otherwise.
4.3.1 Coal Analyses
Proximate and ultimate analyses of the coals that have been used in experiments,
are given in table 4.1. Additionally, analyses which have been used in numeric
simulations are included as well. Experiments presented in this chapter were carried
out with Rhenish lignite (RL). Lusatian lignite (LL) and Polish bituminous coal
(PB) were used during experiments which serve as reference data for numerical
simulations as will be discussed in chapter 5. Budryk hard coal (BU) is the coal used
in Opole power plant which has been taken as a basis for evaluation of the flameless
combustion concept in utility size boilers, see chapter 6.
4.3.2 Flow Conditions
For all experiments at RWTH Aachen test facility certain flow parameters were fixed.
The carrier air or N2 was 11.0 kg/h with an additional 1.13 kg/h N2 as inertisation
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Table 4.1
Proximate and ultimate analysis in [% by weight] of coals used during experiments (LL:
Lusatian lignite; RL: Rhenish lignite, PB: bituminous coal blend from Poland; BU: bituminous
coal Budryk)
LL RL PB BU
water 10.20 8.40 0.60 9.60
ash 4.90 4.10 3.60 22.90
vol. 48.70 46.60 33.00 32.70
char 36.20 40.90 62.80 34.80
LHV [kJ/kg] 22 600 22 100 34 480 22 176
C 56.70 67.40 85.90 56.71
H 5.60 4.24 5.09 3.69
O 21.44 14.70 2.94 5.73
N 0.55 0.86 1.41 0.89
S 0.61 0.30 0.46 0.87
LHV: lower heating value
of the coal feeding system. In addition, global experiments were carried out with a
purge flow of 3.13 kg/h N2 around the burner (between burner and burner plate)
and a purge flow of 7.50 kg/h N2 in the gap between the traversable burner plate
and the furnace wall. This outer gap extends from an inner radius of 380 mm to the
furnace wall at 400 mm. Furthermore, a nitrogen flow of around 12.5 kg/h was used
for sweeping of the electric heating.
Combustion and burnout air were adjusted according to λb and the coal flow. The
velocity of the combustion air is determined from evaluating the volume flow rate and
the temperature of the distribution chamber in the burner. Since the gas temperature
can only be estimated from thermocouples mounted in the air supply pipes and the
burner, there is an uncertainty in the actual inlet velocity of the combustion air.
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Table 4.2
Measurement principles and measurement range for flue gas measurements
measurement range
component working principle 1 2 3
O2 magnetomechanical 0–5 % 0–100 %
CO2 NDUV 0–30 % 0–100 %
CO NDUV 0–100 ppm 0–1000 ppm 0–3000 ppm
NO NDUV 0–1000 ppm
NDUV: non dispersive ultraviolet spectrography
4.4 Measurement Techniques
The measurements conducted are used for two different tasks. First of all, data for
the characterisation of the combustion are needed for a general description of the
combustion mode. Secondly, data had to be recorded for validation of numerical
models. Therefore, flue gas measurements provided data of global CO and NOx
emissions of flameless pulverised coal combustion and chemiluminescence imaging
was carried out in order to show the combustion behaviour in the burner proximity.
Velocity measurements have been carried out by means of laser Doppler anemometry
(LDA) to validate the flow field of numerical simulations.
4.4.1 Flue Gas Measurements
Concentrations of O2, CO2, CO, and NO were measured in dry flue gas in the stack of
the test facility after quenching of the flue gas. Measurement techniques and ranges
are listed in table 4.2. For O2 and CO2 gas analysers with two and for CO with three
different measurement ranges have been used in order to improve the accuracy of
the measurements. The maximum relative error of the measurements is 0.5 % of the
upper limit of the respective measurement range.
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German legislation as reported in the 13. BImSchV (in the version from 2004)
limits NOx emissions to 200 mg/m3 (stp) @ 6 % O2. The necessary conversion to the
reference O2 concentration is reproduced in eq. 4.4.
ENO2 =
21− XO2,reference
21− XO2,measured
· ENO2,measured (4.4)
Here, all NOx emissions are considered as NO2 as required by the BImSchV.
XO2,reference and XO2,measured are the reference O2 concentration (6 %) and the mea-
sured concentration given in [%], respectively. The emission of NO2, ENO2,measured,
can be calculated from the measured concentration of NO by eq. 4.5,
ENO2,measured =
MNO2 XNO
VM
(4.5)
where MNO2 denominates the molar mass of NO2, XNO is the measured molar
concentration of NO and VM is the molar volume.
Due to the relative high load of inert gases in the test facility, the mass of NO
related to the volume of the flue gas is significantly reduced. Conversion to a flue gas
volume at a constant oxygen concentration as required by German legislation does
not cover dilution with inert gases. Thus, NO emission is given in [mg/MJ] which is
considered a more universal specification compared to [mg/m3 (stp)].
The emission of NO2 related to the thermal load can be calculated with eq. 4.6,
E′NO2 =
MNO2 · XNO · V˙fg
LHV ·VM · m˙coal (4.6)
where V˙fg is the volumetric flow rate of the flue gas, m˙coal is the inlet mass flow of
coal, and LHV is the lower heating value of the coal.
The ratio between ENO2 and E
′
NO2
can be expressed as
ENO2
E′NO2
=
21− XO2,reference
21− XO2,measured
· 1
λ
· LHV
Vspec
where λ is the air ratio and Vspec is the necessary volume of air for combustion of 1 kg
of coal. The product of λ with (21− XO2,measured) can be considered constant within
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the range of relevant air ratios. Moreover, the fraction LHV/Vspec is also almost
constant so that the ratio ENO2/E
′
NO2
can be assumed constant, too. For the coals
investigated, the ratio is between 2.81 and 2.84 MJ/m3.
ENO2
E′NO2
= 2.82
MJ
m3
(4.7)
In order to compare NOx emission data discussed in this chapter with the legislative
limit, eq. 4.7 was used for conversion of the latter from 200 mg/m3 (stp) to 71 mg/MJ.
4.4.2 Laser Doppler Anemometry
LDA allows in situ, non-intrusive, calibration-free measurements of axial and tan-
gential particle velocities with high spatial and temporal resolution. The technique
is described in detail in Albrecht et al. [5]. For measurements within coal flames no
additional seeding of the flow is necessary, since the particle density due to coal and
ash particles is sufficient within the whole measurement volume. Due to the small
particle size (Dp90 < 75 µm), the slip between the particles and the gas is negligible
as long as the velocity gradients in the direction of the flow are small enough, hence
the measured particle velocities reflect the gas velocity, Jensen et al. [76], Pickett et al.
[128]. Because of the large working distance between the optics and the measurement
position within the flow, individual beam optics with single beam adjustment are
used as transmitting optics. Hence, by increasing the beam distance (s = 0.21 m), a
reasonable small measurement volume of 150 µm in diameter and 2.5 mm length can
be obtained. In order to reduce the effort of alignment, a backscattering setup is
chosen where the transmitting and receiving optics are mounted on a single frame.
The signals from the probe were analysed in a Dantec burst spectrum analyser
after passing a photomultiplier. Between 1000 and 50000 individual particles have
been recorded for each data point. Velocities reported here are arithmetic mean
velocities of the recorded individual particles.
Although the measurement technique is calibration-free, absolute values of the
determined velocity underlie a certain measurement error. Uncertainties in the
measured values can be divided in two groups: uncertainties in the absolute value of
the velocity and uncertainties in the measurement position.
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An estimation of the uncertainty of the velocity determination can be carried out
on the basis of eq. 4.8 which is used to calculate the velocity u from measured data.
u =
∆ f λ
2 sin ϕ
(4.8)
Here, ∆ f is the beat frequency (the difference between the frequencies of the
two reflected laser beams), λ is the original wave length of the laser, and ϕ is the
angle between the laser beam and the optical axis. The frequencies are known with
sufficient accuracy, so that the only error can come from the determination of the
angle between the laser beam and the optical axis. For the current setup the angle is
determined with an accuracy between 0.05 and 0.1° resulting in a measurement error
below 5 %.
The determination of the exact measurement position is affected by the positioning
of the LDA traverse system. The angular adjustment of the LDA traverse system is
conducted by use of a pilot laser and a pin mounted to the burner. The tip of the pin
allows for positioning within 1 to 2 mm accuracy. The radial positioning relative to
the burner axis is conducted by use of the crossed laser beams with an estimated
accuracy around 5 mm.
4.4.3 Chemiluminescence
Luminescence is the emission of light which is released during the transition of a
molecule from an excited state to its ground state. Chemiluminescence (or chemo-
luminescence) describes the process where the excitement of the molecule is due to
chemical reactions. A reaction product is formed in an electronically excited state
and if quenching reactions are slow enough, deactivation by emission of a photon is
likely to occur. Thus, by recording chemiluminescence, information about a given
reaction can be inferred. Chemiluminescence can also be related to local heat release
rate and local equivalence ratio, Hardalupas and Orain [63], Samaniego et al. [136].
Because chemiluminescence originates from an electronic transition, the wavelength
of the emitted photon is characteristic for a given species. Next to the so-called band
head, further peaks can be identified which originate from the same electronic transi-
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tion but involve slightly different rotational or vibrational bands. The wavelength is
further blurred by thermal movement of the molecules.
Detection of chemiluminescence in the visible range of light is fairly simple as
nothing more than a CCD camera and a narrow bandwidth filter are required. Two
very common investigated emitters are CH * at a wavelength of 431 nm and C *2 at
516.5 nm. The wavelengths given here are the band heads of the most important
bands. Other bands in the visible range exist as well, but the two cited are those with
the strongest signal in conventional hydrocarbon flames. Noteworthy is also CO *2
chemiluminescence as the corresponding wavelengths are not restricted to a small
range but extend over almost the whole visible range from 340 to 600 nm. Next to the
visible range another very important chemiluminescence signal comes from OH * at
309 nm in the UV region.
According to Gaydon [51], the reaction yielding OH in the excited state is reaction
(R 20).
CH+O2 −⇀↽− OH * +CO (R 20)
This reaction represents one of the last steps of a methane (or other hydrocarbon)
reaction mechanism, Najm et al. [117]. Thus, OH * chemiluminescence imaging gives
information about the final stages of hydrocarbon oxidation whereas CH * and C *2
chemiluminescence emission originates from earlier stages of combustion. According
to de Leo et al. [96], there is a number of reactions leading to CH *
C2 +OH −⇀↽− CO+CH * (R 21)
C2H+O −⇀↽− CO+CH * (R 22)
C+H+M −⇀↽− CH * +M (R 23)
C2H+O2 −→ CH * +CO2 (R 24)
In the reactions leading to the production of excited CH, higher hydrocarbons are
involved as well. Thus, these reactions predominantly occur in fuel rich zones so that
the ratio of CH * and OH * chemiluminescence signals can be used to determine flame
equivalence ratio, Kojima et al. [88].
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Even though the above considerations have been derived for gas flames, chemilu-
minescence imaging might also be suitable to identify trends in solid fuel combustion
as well. A major drawback in solid fuel combustion is blackbody emission from the
solid which is likely to outshine chemiluminescence signals in the visible range by far.
Only in the ultraviolet a sufficient signal to noise ratio is obtainable for qualitative
measurements.
Emissions from the CH * radical at 431.5 nm can under certain circumstances also
be measured although results have to be viewed very carefully. Corrections for the
background radiation have to be made, Stadler et al. [152].
In this work, OH * chemiluminescence imaging is used to show the transition
from a lifted jet flame to flameless combustion. Images have been recorded with a
LaVision Flowmaster 3S camera with a Sony ICX 085 sensor with 1280 x 1024 pixel
resolution. A 25 mm intensifier unit by LaVision was used to enhance the sensitivity
of the system in the UV range. The narrow bandwidth filter used has a maximum
transmittance of 22 % at a wavelength of 308 nm with a full width at half maximum
of 10 nm.
Every image shown has been evaluated from a mean of 150 individual images from
which the mean background radiation has been subtracted.
4.5 Global Measurements
Global emission measurements have been carried out in order to characterise burner
performance and to develop operational guidelines. All measurements presented
here exhibited low CO emissions. In most experiments, emission of CO was of single
digit ppm order and none exceeded 43 ppm or 39 mg/MJ. Data on NO emission has
been recorded whereas the focus was on the influence of the burner air ratio λb, the
type of coal carrier, the inlet velocity and the thermal load. The total air ratio was
constant throughout all measurements at λ = 1.3 unless stated otherwise.
4.5.1 Influence of Coal Carrier Type
A set of chemiluminescence images has been recorded for four different settings
of combustion air velocity, coal carrier type, and λb as shown in table 4.3. Hereby,
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Table 4.3
Operation parameters during chemiluminescence imaging shown in fig. 4.6
I II III IV
coal carrier N2 N2 air air
λb 1.0 0.6 0.85 0.85
inlet velocity high medium medium low
NOx emissions ≈ 270 ppm ≈ 120 ppm ≈ 320 ppm ≈ 315 ppm
the thermal load and the wall temperature were kept constant. The corresponding
averaged images are presented in fig. 4.6. The intensity is reported in arbitrary units
with black representing the lowest intensity followed by blue, green, yellow, red and
white.
For each setting, three images from different axial positions are shown. From
the first setting on the left to the last setting on the right, the inlet velocity of the
combustion air is decreased successively. In the first two experiments, nitrogen was
used as coal carrier whereas the latter two experiments were carried out with air as
carrier. It becomes evident, that in the case with air as carrier the reaction zone is
localised around the coal jet. When nitrogen is used, hardly any reaction zone can be
determined in the burner vicinity. Only very faintly the coal jet can be distinguished
from the background. For flameless combustion of gas, Mancini et al. [104] identified
it as a key feature that ignition only occurs upon mixing with the oxidiser jet. By
using an inert carrier gas for the coal, this characteristic can be adapted to pulverised
coal combustion. This finding is also in line with the reburning experiments by Hardy
and Kordylewski [66] presented in the previous chapter as well as experiments on
combustion of sawdust injected with air and CO2 into a MILD combustion furnace
carried out by Shim et al. [144].
From setting III to IV the only difference is a reduced combustion air velocity by
shifting combustion air from the nozzles to the diffuse inlet around the burner which
is otherwise used only as purge flow. This decreased momentum leads to a shorter
lift-off distance of the flame.
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Figure 4.7: NOx emissions from experiments conducted with Rhenish lignite, burner
with 7 mm air nozzles, parameter is the thermal load
In table 4.3 the NO emission is reported with the settings. Most significantly, global
NO emission correlates to the OH * chemiluminescence intensity in the reaction zone.
The only exception are settings III and IV where NO emission is almost equal but the
mean OH * intensity is different. Since for practical reasons only the burner proximity
has been investigated, no information is available about the OH * intensity in lower
regions of the furnace. If only the lift-off distance is changed between variation III
and IV, overall combustion can as well be very similar, so that similar NO emission
seem likely.
Thus it can be concluded, that an inert gas should be used as coal carrier in order
to delay the ignition and thereby reduce NO emission.
4.5.2 Influence of Burner Air Ratio
The influence of the burner air ratio is shown exemplarily in fig. 4.7 for two different
thermal loads of 40 and 60 kW, respectively. The straight line at 71 mg/MJ is the leg-
islative emission limit according to the German BImSchV (200 mg/m3 stp) converted
to corresponding units using eq. 4.7. The burner air ratio was set by adjusting the
combustion air flow at constant coal flow. Both thermal loads exhibit the same basic
trend.
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The data show maximum values at λb = 1.1 going down to a minimum around
λb = 0.7 and slightly increasing again towards the lowest burner air ratio investigated
(λb = 0.6). The difference between 40 and 60 kW is in the order of 30 to 40 mg/MJ for
0.8 < λb < 1.0 with the lower thermal load exhibiting higher NOx emissions. The
reason for this difference is a combination of several influencing factors which will be
covered below.
4.5.3 Influence of Wall Temperature
The majority of measurements was conducted in a wall temperature range between
850 and 955 °C. The influence of the wall temperature on NOx emissions has been
determined from a comparison to experiments which have been carried out at a
higher wall temperature, fig. 4.8. At low burner air ratios no difference can be seen,
for λb > 0.8, a higher wall temperature leads to higher NOx emissions. Although the
temperature difference is only about 70 K, NOx emissions at 980 °C exceed emissions
at 910 °C by about 80 mg/MJ at the burner air ratio between 0.9 and 1.0. At λb = 1.1
the difference is reduced to 25 mg/MJ again.
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Figure 4.8: NOx emissions from experiments conducted with Rhenish lignite, 40 kW,
burner with 6 mm air nozzles, parameter is the wall temperature
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4.5.4 Influence of Inlet Velocity
For identification of the influence of the combustion air velocity, experiments were
conducted with constant thermal load and varying inlet nozzle diameters, fig. 4.9.
Thermal load and air distribution are the same for each setting of the burner air ratio,
so that the inlet velocity of the combustion air is the only parameter varied. For both
thermal loads the NOx emissions are independent of the inlet velocity for λb ≤ 0.7.
For a thermal load of 40 kW the higher inlet velocity yields lower NOx emissions
for higher λb whereas for a thermal load of 60 kW the trend is reversed and NOx
emissions are reduced with lower inlet velocity.
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Figure 4.9: NOx emissions from experiments conducted with Rhenish lignite, 40
and 60 kW, parameter is the nozzle diameter and thus the inlet velocity
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This apparently arbitrary trend reversal might be explained by differences in the
wall temperature since the wall temperature during measurements was constant only
within a certain temperature range. However, although the wall temperature slightly
differs between medium and high velocity experiments – it was around 30 to 50 K
lower during high velocity experiments for both thermal loads – this difference is
not large enough to change the trend shown in fig. 4.9. Thus, no clear trend can be
identified between 40 and 60 kW, so that these data do not provide sufficient evidence
for identification of an influence of the combustion air velocity on NOx emissions.
4.5.5 Influence of Primary Combustion Zone Length
Figure 4.10 shows data from three measurements which were conducted at different
axial positions of the burner. By varying the position of the burner, the volume of
the primary combustion zone is altered. With an increase of the primary combustion
zone volume, and thus a higher residence time in the fuel rich zone, a reduction of
NOx emissions would be expected, see for example Mereb and Wendt [107]. This
trend could be confirmed with the current data which was obtained from experiments
with a total air ratio between λ = 1.22 and λ = 1.25. Up to a burner air ratio of
λb = 0.63 similar NOx emissions have been observed for the three investigated
cases. At λb = 0.73 NOx emissions for a burner height of 1400 and 1600 mm are
still similar whereas NOx emissions are slightly increased for a burner height of
1200 mm. At burner air ratios above λb = 0.83, NOx emissions separate for the 1400
and the 1600 mm case as well. Here it can be concluded, that the shorter the primary
combustion zone the higher the NOx emissions.
The minimum NOx emissions measured for a burner height of 1200 mm are
108 mg/MJ at λb = 0.63, for a burner height of 1400 mm the minimum is 89 mg/MJ at
λb = 0.83, and for 1600 mm that is 73 mg/MJ at λb = 0.83. Apparently, the burner air
ratio where lowest NOx emissions can be achieved is shifted towards higher values
with increasing size of the primary combustion zone. A possible explanation for
these trends will be discussed with the help of numerical simulations in chapter 5.
Data from fig. 4.10 is shown in dependence of the residence time in the primary
combustion zone in fig. 4.11. The residence time is estimated from the volumetric
flow rate in the primary combustion zone divided by the furnace volume. The
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Figure 4.10: NOx emissions from experiments conducted with Rhenish lignite,
thermal load 40 kW, total λ 1.23, burner with 8 mm air nozzles, parameter is the
length of the primary combustion zone
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Figure 4.11: NOx emissions from experiments conducted with Rhenish lignite,
thermal load 40 kW, total λ 1.23, burner with 8 mm air nozzles
volumetric flow rate is evaluated for a temperature of 1200 °C and comprises carrier
gas, combustion air, and the inert sweep streams around the burner and the burner
plate. In addition to the measured data, linear trend lines are included for each
burner air ratio. The trend to lower NOx emissions with increasing residence time is
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Figure 4.12: NOx emissions from experiments conducted with Rhenish lignite,
constant inlet velocity 75 m/s, parameter is the nozzle diameter and as a consequence
the thermal load
obvious for all burner air ratios whereby it is more pronounced at higher burner air
ratios. At λb = 0.53 and λb = 0.63 the effect is almost negligible although existent.
Moreover, the slope of the trend curves decreases with decreasing burner air ratio
between λb = 1.03 and λb = 0.63.
Since the difference in NOx emissions for different burner air ratios for a residence
time higher than approximately 2.5 s is small, the data could also be interpreted as a
minimum residence time above which NOx emissions are independent of the inlet
conditions.
4.5.6 Influence of Thermal Load
The last comparison, shown in fig. 4.12, is a variation of the thermal load. This
comparison was carried out by retaining the inlet velocity of the combustion air while
changing the inlet diameter of the combustion air nozzles. Thus, the thermal load
was adapted. Again, up to λb = 0.7 the experiments exhibit no difference in NOx
emissions. Thereafter, a higher thermal load causes higher NOx emissions for the
given inlet velocity of 75 m/s.
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It has to be mentioned, that the experiments with the 8 mm burner have been
conducted at a total air ratio between λ = 1.22 and λ = 1.25 as compared to λ = 1.3
for the other two burners. Supplemental experiments with a variation of the total air
ratio λ at a fixed burner air ratio of λb = 0.83 revealed a linear dependency of NOx
emissions on total air ratio. NOx emissions were 135 mg/MJ at λ = 1.1, 150 mg/MJ at
λ = 1.23 as shown in fig. 4.12, and 212 mg/MJ at λ = 1.5. Thus, actual NOx emissions
at λ = 1.3 with the 8 mm burner probably exceed those shown at λ = 1.23 so that the
trend discussed above persists.
The trend can partly be attributed to an increased wall temperature because
experiments with the 6 mm burner have been carried out at 900 °C and experiments
with the 8 mm burner at a wall temperature of 950 °C. However, this increase in the
temperature cannot account for the entire difference.
The second effect is the increase in residence time in the primary combustion
zone for lower thermal loads. Since the inlet velocity of the combustion air is kept
constant at 75 m/s for all measurements, a larger nozzle diameter implicates a higher
volumetric flow rate and thus a shorter residence time. This general trend for reduced
NOx emissions with increased residence time in the primary combustion zone could
be the main reason for the dependency on thermal load.
4.6 Conclusions from Experiments
From the experimental data discussed above, several conclusions can be drawn.
• First of all, chemiluminescence imaging revealed the need for inert gases as
coal carrier. The desired flameless combustion mode, characterised by a low
intensity but widespread reaction zone, could only be achieved by diluting the
coal carrier flow with nitrogen.
• An increase of the residence time in the primary combustion zone reduces global
NOx emissions. This can either be achieved by an increase of the volume of the
primary combustion zone or by reduction of the thermal load. Above a certain
threshold, NOx emissions seem to be almost independent of the residence time
and levelling out at a value of approximately 100 mg/MJ.
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• Up to λb = 0.7, NOx emissions seem to be independent of wall temperature,
residence time, thermal load, and inlet velocity.
• In the range of 0.6 ≤ λb ≤ 0.8 the optimum burner air ratio increases with the
available residence time.
• No influence of the inlet velocity of the combustion air on NOx emissions could
be identified.
• An increase of the wall temperature also causes an increase of NOx emissions
for λb > 0.7.
• An increase of the total air ratio causes an increase of NOx emissions.
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CHAPTER 5
Numerical Investigations
A numerical investigation has been carried out in order to investigate the potential
impact of flameless combustion principles on the performance of a pulverised coal
fired utility boiler with special emphasis on NOx emissions. At first, models for
turbulence, turbulence/chemistry interaction, combustion, and NOx chemistry have
been validated with experimental data from lab-scale test rigs.
For the work at hand, various test cases have been used for validation of the flow
field and the combustion models. On the one hand that is data from experiments
presented in chapter 4, and on the other hand that is data from literature, primarily
Ristic et al. [133].
5.1 Numerical Model
Numerical simulations have been carried out using the CFD code Fluent 12 with
modified (implemented as user defined function) devolatilisation, char oxidation,
and gas phase combustion sub-models. Transport equations for the mass fractions of
the gas species considered in the particular model described below were calculated
with source terms defined according to the respective reaction scheme. The nitrogen
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mass fraction was always calculated from the mass balance as it is the most abundant
species in the gas mixture.
Coal particle combustion was simulated based on a stochastic Lagrangian procedure
to track the particle trajectories in the flow field. Often, the process of pulverised coal
combustion is modelled with a succession of water evaporation, devolatilisation, and
char-burnout processes. Here, these processes have been simulated in parallel as they
overlap in time under pulverised coal combustion conditions.
5.1.1 Turbulence Model
A proper choice of the turbulence model is the basis for successful modelling of
combustion processes. Models differ in the way the turbulence is described whereby
in the simplest models laminar flow is assumed and the most detailed models (direct
numeric simulation) require very high grid resolution as the smallest eddies in
practical turbulent flows must be simulated directly.
For the simulation of flameless pulverised coal combustion two models have
been examined. The standard k-ε model with standard coefficients according to
Launder and Spalding [93] has been compared to a further developed version, the
k-ε realisable turbulence model. The simplec algorithm has been used for velocity-
pressure coupling.
The temperatures and emissivities of the furnace walls and the burner are 900 °C
with ε = 0.7 and 600 °C with ε = 0.3, respectively. The turbulence kinetic energy k
and the turbulence dissipation rate ε as well as the temperature at the inlet of the
carrier air and the combustion air have been calculated in preceding simulations of
the inlet pipe flow. At all other inlets a turbulence intensity of 10 % was assumed.
The boundary and inlet conditions of the experiments which have been used for the
turbulence model validation are given in table 5.1. The computational domain is
three-dimensional and represents 1/6 of the furnace volume, applying symmetry
boundary conditions. The numerical grid contains approximately 250 000 cells.
Figure 5.1 shows velocities at two planes at an axial distance of 75 and 100 mm
from the burner as they were measured in combustion of polish bituminous coal (PB
in table 4.1 on page 38) compared to velocity profiles simulated with the standard k-ε
and the k-ε realisable model. The burner used for these experiments and simulations
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Table 5.1
Mass flow inlet conditions during experiments used for validation of the turbulence model
m˙ [kg/s] T [K] u [m/s]
coal (PB – see table 4.1) 1.166 · 10−3
carrier air 3.389 · 10−3 490 20
combustion air 3.700 · 10−3 380 95
sealing air 2.729 · 10−3 1000
burnout air 8.802 · 10−3 300
has a coal inlet diameter of 17.6 mm like the burner presented in chapter 4, but the
pitch circle for the combustion air is 50 mm and the combustion air nozzle diameter is
4.2 mm. Measurements were conducted in a plane not directly through a combustion
air jet but inclined by about 16°. Data from measurements have been corrected by
applying an offset of 5 mm to the radial coordinate so that the measured axis of
symmetry falls onto a radial position of 0 mm in the plot. Apart from this initial
misalignment, the agreement between measurements and simulation is good. The
coal jet causes a local velocity maximum on the axis. At a radial position of 20 mm a
local minimum can be seen. Here, the coal jet and the combustion air jets have not yet
merged. The combustion air jets cause a strong peak of the axial velocity at a radial
position of 50 mm. A recirculation extends from the combustion air jet to the furnace
walls. The size of the recirculation zone causes a large amount of flue gas to be
recirculated and successively to be entrained into the carrier and combustion air jets.
The recirculation ratio calculated from the simulation is about 10 which corresponds
well to the estimation based on the Craya-Curtet number (see fig. 4.3 on page 35).
Significant differences between the two models are observed only for the peak
values of the combustion air jets and for the local minimum between the combustion
air jets and the central coal jet. With the standard k-ε model, peak values are always
not as distinct as with the k-ε realisable model. Also, the steep velocity gradient at
the edge of the combustion air jet is reproduced much better with the k-ε realisable
model. Thus, the k-ε realisable turbulence model was chosen for this investigation.
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Figure 5.1: Comparison of velocity profile from simulation and LDA measurements
in two planes at a distance from the burner of 75 and 100 mm, respectively
5.1.2 Turbulence-Chemical Reaction Interaction Model
The interaction between turbulence and chemical reactions in the gas phase was
modelled using the finite rate/eddy dissipation model, Magnussen and Hjertager
[103]. Only kinetic rates are considered for reactions from the NO models as the
pollutant chemistry is much slower than the main combustion reactions.
5.1.3 Coal Combustion Model
Modelling pulverised coal combustion requires a large number of assumptions and
models describing all effects from particle drying and devolatilisation to volatiles
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and char combustion as well as pollutant formation. Some effects like soot formation
have been left out of consideration in the scope of this study. In the following the
most important models and assumptions are discussed.
Pyrolysis
The process of devolatilisation is modelled with a two competing rates model ac-
cording to Ubhayakar et al. [168]. Products of devolatilisation are the nitrogenous
species N2, HCN, NH3 and NO as well as a species “volatiles” which comprises all
remaining elements of the parent coal. Thus, this species has the molecular formula
CHiOjSk with the indices depending on coal composition. CHiOjSk is assumed to be
oxidised in a global reaction with O2 to form CO, H2 and SO2, (R 25).
CHiOjSk + (
1
2 + k− j2 ) O2 −→ CO+ i2 H2 + k SO2 (R 25)
The nitrogenous species N2, HCN, NH3, and NO are released in parallel to CHiOjSk
since with this approach there release only depends on the pyrolysis model and not
on subsequent oxidation of the volatiles species. Thus, the position of there release in
the reaction zone is predicted more accurately. The distribution of nitrogen to the
released species depends on the NO model used and will be discussed in section 5.3.
Homogeneous reactions used for the simulations include oxidation of CO and H2
by O2, (R 26–27).
CO+ 12O2 −→ CO2 (R 26)
H2 +
1
2O2 −→ H2O (R 27)
and in addition the water gas shift reaction, (R 28).
CO+H2O −→ CO2 +H2 (R 28)
Peters and Weber [127] proposed CO oxidation by OH to improve model predictions
in regions where the oxygen concentration is low. Considering both, CO oxidation
by O2 and water gas shift, has been proposed by several researchers [46, 164, 171]
and, as will be shown later, is necessary in order to correctly predict the trend of CO
concentration.
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Table 5.2
Kinetic rates for homogeneous reactions in [mol/(m3· s)]
rate reference
w25,lignite = 2.35 · 104 exp
(
−5.23·1010
RT
)
· [vol][O2] Shaw et al. [142]*
w25,bituminous = 5.22 · 104 exp
(
−7.238·1010
RT
)
· [vol][O2] Shaw et al. [142]**
w26 = 1.3 · 108 exp
(
−1.26·1011
RT
)
· [CO][O2]0.5[H2O]0.5 Howard et al. [73]
w27 = 3.824 · 1013 · T−1 · exp
(
−1.674·102
RT
)
· [H2]0.25[O2]1.5 Jones and Lindstedt [80]
w28 = 2.75 · 106 exp
(
−8.37·1010
RT
)
· [CO][H2O] Jones and Lindstedt [80]
* unit conversion: 8.06 · 105 m3/(kg · s) =̂ 2.35 · 104 m3/(mol · s)
** unit conversion: 1.79 · 106 m3/(kg · s) =̂ 5.22 · 104 m3/(mol · s)
The water gas shift reaction is usually considered with the backward reaction
included, however, in the current model the backward reaction caused numeric
problems and consideration of the forward reaction alone gave reasonable results.
Thus, the simulations have been carried out without consideration of the backward
reaction. Kinetic rates of the reactions discussed are presented in table 5.2.
Char Combustion
Char conversion rates are obtained from apparent surface kinetic and diffusion mass
transfer rates. A half order apparent kinetic rate model according to Hurt et al. [74]
without thermal annealing and ash inhibition was used for char oxidation reactions.
Char is oxidised by three different reactions. The most important hereby is the
oxidation with O2, whereas the gasification with CO2 and H2O cannot be neglected
in substoichiometric regions where the concentration of CO2 and H2O is increased,
Stadler et al. [155].
C(s) +
1
2O2 −→ CO (R 29)
C(s) +CO2 −→ 2 CO (R 30)
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Table 5.3
Kinetic rates for heterogeneous reactions in [kg/(m2· s ·Pa)]
temperature
reaction carbon type range [°C] reference
k29 = 5 · 10−3 exp
(
−8900
T
)
char 677–1377 Field [42]
k30 = 1.35 · 10−4 exp
(
−16 300
T
)
graphite 850–950
k30 = 6.35 · 10−3 exp
(
−19 500
T
)
graphite 950–1400
Smoot and Pratt [146]
k31 = 3.19 · 10−1 exp
(
−25 020
T
)
graphite 860–960
k31 = 1.92 · 10−3 exp
(
−17 680
T
)
graphite 1000–1160
Smoot and Pratt [146]
C(s) +H2O −→ CO+H2 (R 31)
Kinetic rates for the char reactions used in this study are given in table 5.3. Where
the actual temperature in the simulation exceeds the temperature range given in
table 5.3, the coefficients of the closest band have been taken.
5.1.4 Radiation Heat Transfer Models
The radiative heat source is determined as a function of the local irradiation, calculated
by the discrete ordinates radiation model. The local absorption coefficient is calculated
as the sum of the particle and gas absorption coefficients. The latter is based on the
weighted sum of grey gases model, which considers the absorption coefficients of
different grey gases of the mixture.
5.2 Validation of Numerical Model
Contrary to the validation of the turbulence model, the combustion model was
validated with experimental data from BTS facility at the University of Stuttgart. For
this test facility, measured species data also comprise NO, HCN and NH3 which is
not available for experiments at the test facility described in chapter 4. However, these
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Table 5.4
Mass flow inlet conditions of experiments used for validation of the coal combustion model
m˙ [kg/s] T [K] u [m/s] turb. int. [%]
coal (LL – see table 4.1) 3.222 · 10−4
carrier air 6.468 · 10−4 300 10 5
combustion air 1.311 · 10−3 573 100 5
burnout air 8.802 · 10−4 300 5
data are necessary for validation of the NO submodels. Data from BTS facility have
been published by Ristic et al. [133] and completed by personal communication [131].
The BTS test facility is similar to the test rig described in chapter 4 but has an inner
diameter of 200 mm and a total length of 2.5 mm. As the burner is fixed at the top of
the furnace, no sealing air near the furnace walls is introduced. The burner is also
scaled, so that the coal inlet has a diameter of 8 mm and the combustion air nozzles a
diameter of 3 mm located on a pitch circle of 20 mm. The inlet conditions for these
experiments are listed in table 5.4. The wall temperature in these experiments was set
to 1300 °C. The computational domain is also three-dimensional and represents 1/6
of the furnace volume, applying symmetry boundary conditions. Here, the numerical
grid contains approximately 320 000 cells.
Figure 5.2 shows a comparison of measured O2, CO2, and CO concentrations on
the axis of the furnace with those simulated with different reaction mechanisms.
On the one hand, this is a reaction scheme accounting for CO oxidation only by
O2 according to reaction (R 26), and on the other hand, this is a reaction scheme
additionally including CO oxidation by H2O according to reaction (R 28).
The measured O2 concentration (top of figure) is around 1 % in the whole sub-
stoichiometric regime of the furnace. This concentration rises to 3 % after addition
of the burnout air. For both simulated cases the O2 concentration in the burner
vicinity is well above the measured concentration. Most likely, the measurements
were conducted slightly off the axis where mixing occurs much faster. From an
axial distance of 0.5 m on, the simulations show oxygen concentrations close to 0.
After addition of the burnout air, both, measurement and simulation, show similar
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of measured concentrations of O2 (top), CO2 (middle), and
CO (bottom) on the axis of the furnace with simulations including water-gas-shift
reaction (R 28) and simulations without (R 28)
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values. No significant difference in the O2 concentration between the two reaction
mechanisms with and without water gas shift reaction can be identified.
The CO2 concentration differs significantly between both reaction schemes. In the
first scheme (oxidation only by O2) no CO2 is produced after O2 has been consumed.
The CO2 concentration slightly decreases due to the heterogeneous char oxidation
reaction (R 30). In the case including the water-gas-shift reaction, CO2 is produced
in the entire substoichiometric reaction zone. This trend can also be seen in the
experimental data where the CO2 concentration in the primary combustion zone rises
up to the maximum which is detected directly prior to the burnout air injection.
The offset between measurements and simulation in the burner vicinity can again
be attributed to measurements where the sample was taken slightly off the axis.
The prediction of CO (bottom of figure) is rather poor for both reaction mechanisms.
Without water gas shift, the simulated CO concentration rises to a maximum of around
5 % shortly before the burnout air inlet. This is due to the reaction of CO2 with char
forming CO. The trend in the measurements is opposite. The CO concentration drops
from 5.7 % at an axial distance of 0.9 m from the burner to around 0.6 % at a distance
of 1.55 m. In the case with water gas shift reaction, the simulated CO concentration is
always below 0.5 %. Neither mechanism correctly predicts the high CO concentration
in the burner vicinity.
The following simulations have been carried out with the second reaction mech-
anism – including water gas shift reaction. The above discussion showed, that this
mechanism is capable of predicting the correct trend, although in parts on a wrong
level, whereas the trends are not correctly predicted with the simple mechanism.
5.3 Models for the Prediction of NOx Emissions
As has been shown in chapter 2, there is a number of different NOx formation
and reduction mechanisms which have to be considered for a reliable prediction of
NOx emissions. A detailed mechanism containing all reactions and intermediate
species cannot be used for any practical combustion system since it requires too
much computer memory and processor power. For example, a mechanism proposed
by Dagaut et al. [34] for the oxidation of the intermediate HCN alone contains 250
reactions. A mechanism for homogeneous reactions of nitrogenous components
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with 234 reactions, Miller and Bowman [109], or even 260 reactions and 30 species is
available, Faravelli et al. [37].
For numerical simulations in engineering, these full or detailed mechanisms are
usually broken down to reduced mechanisms which contain the most important
species and reactions. This reduction of a mechanism is validated only for a given
set of boundary conditions and thus can merely be used for a limited range of
applications. For any investigation exceeding the boundary conditions for which the
model was intended, either a separate validation has to be carried out or, if this is not
possible, a new reduced mechanism has to be developed and validated.
The model proposed by de Soete [148] is among the oldest global models for fuel
NO which is still used nowadays. It has originally been developed for gas flames
but today it is used for a large variety of applications, for example for a 1 MW
pulverised coal combustion furnace by Backreedy et al. [7]. Abbas et al. [2] tested
several coal NO models and found that NO predictions based on the de Soete model
fit best to experimental data. Among the models tested were also the ones proposed
by Fenimore [40, 41], Mitchell and Tarbell [110], and Peters and Weber [126]. For
the latter two models, Abbas et al. proposed a re-evaluation for staged combustion
experiments.
Magel et al. [102] compared experiments in staged pulverised coal combustion to
predictions with the models from de Soete [148] and Mitchell and Tarbell [110] and
found neither model being capable of correctly predicting NO and HCN throughout
the investigated range of temperatures and fuel to air ratios.
Tregubow [165] implemented models according to de Soete [148], Mitchell and
Tarbell [110], Chen et al. [25], and Förtsch et al. [50] and validated them for pulverised
coal combustion in a CO2/O2 atmosphere. The de Soete model was favoured over
the Chen model while the others did not yield acceptable results.
Stanmore and Visona [157] used a reaction scheme similar to the model by Chen
et al. [25, 26] with a NO-char surface reaction rate according to Chan et al. [22]. Also
a global mechanism for thermal NO was incorporated. With this mechanism, NO
emission from several power stations has been simulated. Predictions were in line
with actual values with a maximum difference of 37 %. The original de Soete scheme,
as it will be described in the following section, also yields good results for most
high rank coals. For lower rank coals the amount of NH3 released is too large for
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Figure 5.3: Reaction path of fuel-N in the model according to de Soete
the original model to correctly account for the intermediate steps involved in NO
formation.
5.3.1 Model 1: de Soete [148]
One of the first global mechanisms for NO emission prediction comes from de Soete
[148]. Originally it has been developed for gas combustion, however, the mechanism
has been adopted to coal combustion by many researchers. Reaction rates were
determined experimentally on flat premixed flames.
By addition of hydrogen cyanide and ammonia, de Soete determined the relative
importance of intermediate species for fuel-N conversion. Hydrogen cyanide was
found to be an important intermediate although not being indispensable. An other
possible intermediate is atomic nitrogen. The relative importance of the intermediates
depends on the initial bounds of the nitrogen.
When this model is applied to coal combustion, it is usually assumed that all
nitrogen released from volatiles proceeds via HCN so that HCN is the sole nitrogen
containing pyrolysis product [2, 7, 191]. Figure 5.3 illustrates the reaction paths which
are considered in this model.
The reactions are implemented as follows:
HCN+ 1.25 O2 −→ NO+CO+ 0.5 H2O (R 32)
HCN+NO −→ N2 +CO+ 0.5 H2 (R 12)
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A characteristic of this model is the reaction order of oxygen. The reaction rate for
reaction (R 32) is defined by:
w32 = k32 · [HCN] · [O2]a
where a is determined in dependence of the O2 mole fraction.
XO2 ≤ 4.1 · 10−3 a = 1.0
4.1 · 10−3 < XO2 ≤ 1.11 · 10−2 a = −3.95− 0.9 ln XO2
1.11 · 10−2 < XO2 < 0.03 a = −0.35− 0.1 ln XO2
XO2 ≥ 0.03 a = 0
All nitrogen from the volatiles is assumed to be released as HCN. Since the original
model had been derived from experiments in gas flames, no heterogeneous reactions
were included. The model has been modified to incorporate a mechanism for NO
reduction on the char surface according to Levy et al. [97] (see table 2.3 on page 16).
Figure 5.4 shows a comparison of simulated HCN and NO concentrations with
experimental data. All simulated in-furnace data presented here are evaluated not
from a point on the axis but from a sphere with a radius of 20 mm. This procedure
was chosen in order to account for the measurement technique where a gas sample is
collected from a finite volume around the tip of the probe. Since the gradients on the
axis, especially in the burner proximity, can be steep, this procedure is more accurate
for comparison of numerical and measured data.
The simulated concentrations feature two distinct zones, namely the primary
substoichiometric zone from 0 to 1.8 m and the burnout zone from the burnout air
injection at 1.8 m down to the exit at 2.5 m. In the substoichiometric zone, HCN
is rapidly released and converted to NO. Behind the point where all oxygen is
consumed, the NO concentration drops again due to the reaction with HCN. Once all
NO is consumed, HCN concentration is frozen until O2 is injected with the burnout
air. Rapidly all HCN is converted to NO, so that the exit concentration of NO is much
higher than the measured value. With the assumption of all fuel-N being released as
HCN, this model is not applicable to substoichiometric combustion.
Improvements could be made by adapting the fraction of fuel-N being released as
HCN. Results from a simulation with a 50/50 distribution between NO and HCN
are shown in fig. 5.5. The NO concentration in the burner proximity is overpredicted,
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Figure 5.4: HCN and NO concentration simulated with the de Soete model com-
pared to measurements; fuel-N is released as HCN
but next to that overshoot, the simulated concentrations of HCN and NO correctly
cover the trend.
The fuel-N distribution assumption remains questionable since NO is not con-
sidered as a major primary product of pyrolysis in any publication discussed in
section 2.1.2. One possible argumentation would be, that the oxidation of NH3
and/or HCN in the oxygen rich zone in the burner vicinity leads to a very fast
conversion to NO which could be simulated by direct NO release. However, due to
the uncertainty in this assumption a model which could more accurately describe
this process is preferred.
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Figure 5.5: HCN and NO concentration simulated with the modified de Soete model
compared to measurements; fuel-N is released as HCN and NO with a distribution
of 50 % each
5.3.2 Model 2: Chen et al. [25, 26]
The mechanism and reaction rates proposed by Chen et al. [25] have been derived from
analysing numerical simulations incorporating a detailed mechanism. A numeric
reduction of the detailed mechanism yielded the reaction scheme shown in fig. 5.6. It
comprises two intermediate species, namely HCN and NH3, which are either oxidised
to form NO or reduced by NO to form N2. With their approach, Chen et al. were
able to reproduce the reaction rates for HCN and NH3 oxidation and reduction from
de Soete [148] within an accuracy of 16 %. Furthermore, Chen et al. [26] analysed the
importance of the NO reburning reaction:
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Figure 5.6: Reaction path of fuel-N in the model according to Chen et al.
CHi +NO −→ HCN+ ... (R 33)
For very fuel-lean regions the authors showed that the reburning mechanism is less
important since HCN is probably oxidised by oxygen. However, the current study
is concerned with combustion in substoichiometric regimes so that this reaction is
important.
Heterogeneous reburning is not considered directly, but catalytically (R 16). The
mechanism thus comprises six reactions:
NH3 + 1.25 O2 −→ NO+ 1.5 H2O (R 34)
HCN+ 1.25 O2 −→ NO+CO+ 0.5 H2O (R 32)
NH3 +NO −→ N2 + 0.5 H2 +H2O (R 14)
HCN+NO −→ N2 +CO+ 0.5 H2 (R 12)
NO+ vol. −→ HCN+ products (R 35)
NO+CO
Cs−→ 0.5 N2 +CO2 (R 16)
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Figure 5.7: Total volatile fuel nitrogen (TVFN) and NO concentration simulated
with Chen model compared to measurements
Figure 5.7 shows a comparison of simulated NO concentration with measured
values in the upper diagram and total volatile fuel nitrogen (TVFN) concentrations
in the lower diagram. The simulated concentration of TVFN, that is HCN, NH3
and NO, is considerably higher than measured values throughout the entire furnace.
After an initial peak which results from pyrolysis, TVFN concentration drops slightly
due to the reaction of the intermediates with NO and then remains constant until
burnout air is introduced and the intermediates can fully be oxidised. The TVFN
concentration in the outlet is equivalent to the NO concentration in the outlet. The
simulated NO concentration shows the same characteristics as in simulations with
the original de Soete model. It decreases to zero in the substoichiometric regime and
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significantly overshoots the exit concentration once oxygen is available to oxidise the
intermediates.
5.3.3 Model 3: Förtsch et al. [50]
Förtsch et al. [50] developed an NO model for staged combustion which is based on
six reactions. The complete mechanism is presented in fig. 5.8. Volatile nitrogen is
released as HCN which, in contrary to the model by Chen, does not oxidise directly
to NO but is shifted to NH3 via reaction (R 13). NH3 is then oxidised by either O2
to form NO or by NO to form N2 (R 36, R 14). The reaction rates for NH3 oxidation
and reduction were taken from de Soete [148]. It also comprises a global thermal
mechanism (R 4).
HCN+H2O −→ NH3 +CO (R 13)
NH3 +O2 −→ NO+H2O+ 0.5 H2 (R 36)
NH3 +NO −→ N2 + 0.5 H2 +H2O (R 14)
NO+ vol. −→ HCN+ products (R 35)
N2 +O2 −→ 2 NO (R 4)
NO+C(s) −→ 0.5 N2 +CO (R 15)
Where in the original model heterogeneous NO reduction is distinguished be-
tween a reaction with char according to Chen et al. [26] and another reaction with
soot according to Cheng et al. [28], no soot model is incorporated in the current
implementation. Here, all char-N is assumed to be released as NH3.
In fig. 5.9 a comparison between the simulation and experiments is shown. The
simulated data exhibit the same trend as data from the simulation with the Chen
model. Thus, this model can also be considered inadequate for the present task.
Förtsch et al. [50] compared their model with experimental data which was obtained
at the same furnace at the University of Stuttgart as the data underlying the current
study. In that comparison NO concentrations were also too low towards the end
of the primary combustion zone and too high behind the addition of burnout air.
However, the extent of this discrepancy was much less pronounced compared to the
current comparison.
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Figure 5.9: Total volatile fuel nitrogen (TVFN) and NO concentration simulated
with Förtsch model compared to measurements
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5.3.4 Model 4: Taniguchi et al. [161]
Taniguchi et al. derived a NOx reaction model for pulverised coal combustion under
fuel-rich conditions. The main difference to the models described above is that the
oxidation of intermediate species occurs by OH instead of O2. Thus, intermediate
species are oxidised in fuel-rich regions, too. In fig. 5.10 the reaction scheme is
presented. Volatile nitrogen is released as a species XN which is not described any
further. For the current study it is assumed as HCN. XN is then oxidised by either
NO or OH. NO can be reduced with CHi to form XN again. For this model, pyrolysis
products have been split into a share of light gases and tar according to Mill [108].
The light gases considered are CH4, CO, CO2, H2, HCN, N2, NH3, and NO so that
a homogeneous reburning reaction with CH4 can be included instead of the global
reburning reaction with the “volatiles” species.
Oxidation of methane has been simulated according to Dryer and Glassman [35],
(R 37).
CH4 + 1.5 O2 −→ CO+H2O (R 37)
The reaction rate in mol/(m3· s) is given by:
w37 = −1.585 · 1010 exp(−200 000/(RT)) · [CH4]0.7[O2]0.8
A species “tar” contains the remainder which is not released with the light gases
and thus has a molecular formula similar to the “volatiles” species. Tar oxidation
is considered with a reaction rate for heavy hydrocarbons by Westbrook and Dryer
[180].
w25,tar = −1.17 · 108 exp(−125 520/(RT)) · [tar]0.25[O2]1.5
In the NO model, heterogeneous reburning is included as well as a global thermal
pathway. Homogeneous reactions implemented in the model are:
HCN+ 2 H2O −→ NO+CO+ 2.5 H2 (R 38)
HCN+NO −→ N2 +CO+ 0.5 H2 (R 12)
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Figure 5.10: Reaction path of fuel-N in the model according to Taniguchi et al.
NO+C(s) −→ 0.5 N2 +CO (R 15)
NO+CH4 −→ HCN+H2O+ 0.5 H2 (R 39)
N2 +O2 −→ 2 NO (R 4)
Char nitrogen is either released as NO or as N2, the fraction η for conversion to
NO was estimated to 0.42 according to Tullin et al. [167].
In fig. 5.11 simulated concentrations of XN and NO are compared to measured
values. In the burner proximity the predictions with the Taniguchi model are similar
to those with the models discussed above. The predicted NO concentration is close
to 0 ppm and XN is significantly overpredicted. However, from a burner distance
of about 0.5 m on, NO as well as XN predictions agree very well with measured
data. Especially the final concentration of NO with 33 ppm is reasonably close to
the measured value of 48 ppm. This behaviour is quite contrary to the predictions
obtained with the models discussed above.
5.3.5 Discussion of NO models
Of the above discussed models no model is suitable for the prediction of nitrogenous
species in the burner proximity. Moreover, the models for the prediction of NOx
emissions from de Soete, Chen et al., and Förtsch et al., all showed deficiencies in
the entire substoichiometric regime. In particular that is a high concentration of
intermediate species which are oxidised when the burnout air enters the furnace. The
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Figure 5.11: XN and NO concentration simulated with Taniguchi model compared
to measurements
approach by Taniguchi et al. is based on intermediate species oxidation by OH. Apart
from the immediate burner proximity, the general trend of NO and intermediate
species is predicted reasonably well so that this approach seems to be suitable for
flameless pulverised coal combustion simulations.
However, further tests of the model proposed by Taniguchi et al. showed some
deficiencies towards higher burner air ratios. At λb = 1.0 the simulated NO concen-
tration at the exit of the combustion chamber was 206 ppm as compared to 458 ppm
from experiments. This discrepancy is too high to be acceptable for simulations in
large scale furnaces where the air ratio in the burner level is in the order of 1. Thus, a
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modification of the model according to Taniguchi et al. is necessary for the current
application.
5.4 Global Model for the Prediction of NOx Emissions
in Flameless Pulverised Coal Combustion
The modified model is based on the approach of intermediates oxidation by OH by
Taniguchi et al. [161], because this model is the only model which yields reasonable
agreement between the predicted and measured trends in the primary combustion
zone.
5.4.1 Reaction Mechanism
The mechanism developed for flameless pulverised coal combustion, shown in fig.
5.12, consists of six homogeneous reactions for NO chemistry, labelled (N 1) to (N 6),
with the intermediates NH3 and HCN. Additionally, the mechanism includes one
heterogeneous reaction for NO reduction on char (N 7) as well as one reaction for char
catalysed NO reduction with CO (N 8). Coal nitrogen is released with the volatiles
and a fraction, which is determined according to Wendt [176] (eq. 2.2 on page 7), is
retained in the char. For this, the mean pyrolysis temperature is determined on the
basis of a preceding simulation without NO-mechanism. Volatile nitrogen is released
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Figure 5.12: Reaction path of fuel-N in the adapted model
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as HCN or NH3 whereby the partitioning between HCN and NH3 is assumed to be
80 % HCN and 20 % NH3 in concordance with data presented in table 2.1 on page 9.
Char-N is released proportional to char conversion, whereby nitrogen is released as
either N2, NO, HCN, or NH3 depending on the oxidation of the char as proposed by
Park et al. [122] (see table 2.2 on page 11).
5.4.2 OH Concentration
Taniguchi et al. [161] already proposed an approach to determine the OH radical
concentration which is necessary to improve predictions of nitrogenous species
concentrations in the substoichiometric regime. However, at this stage different
approaches are reviewed in order to identify the most appropriate. Estimations of
radical concentrations are necessary in almost any reduced reaction mechanism so
that many different approaches can be found in literature. Most rely on assuming
partial equilibrium of the three most important reactions of the hydrogen/oxygen
system.
H+O2 −⇀↽− O+OH (R 40)
O+H2 −⇀↽− H+OH (R 41)
OH+H2 −⇀↽− H+H2O (R 42)
For example, in the reduced methane reaction mechanism of Glarborg et al. [55] and
Lilleheie et al. [100], atomic hydrogen is considered an independent reacting species
for which transport equations are solved and the OH concentration is calculated from
a partial equilibrium assumption of reaction (R 42):
[OH]eq =
k42b
k42f
[H][H2O]
[H2]
(5.1)
The index eq indicates the equilibrium concentration. A slightly different approach
derived from a H/N/O system has been presented by Konnov et al. [89] and can also
be found in Mueller [116]. Here, not a single reaction is assumed to be equilibrated,
but the OH concentration is assumed to be in steady state by equilibrated production
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and destruction from several reactions. The reactions in view are (R 40) and (R 41),
thus leading to an OH concentration according to eq. 5.2.
[OH]eq =
(
k40fk41f
k40bk41b
[O2][H2]
)(1/2)
(5.2)
An approach developed for coal combustion simulations has been presented by
Williams et al. [182]. The authors assume partial equilibrium for reaction (R 43)
H2 +O2 −⇀↽− OH+OH (R 43)
thereby yielding the following estimation for OH concentration:
[OH]eq =
(
k43f
k43b
[O2][H2]
)(1/2)
(5.3)
This last approach has also been used by Barlow et al. [8]. The authors found
the actual OH concentration to be close to the equilibrium concentration calculated
from eq. 5.3. However, it is stated that under fuel-rich conditions and temperatures
below 1600 K the actual OH concentration might exceed the equilibrium concentration
significantly.
Bilger et al. [11] used a more complex approach for OH concentration by including
reaction (R 44):
H+O2 +M −⇀↽− HO2 +M (R 44)
[OH]eq =
(
k42b[H2O] + 2ρk44f[O2][M]
)
[H]
k42f[H2]
(5.4)
All the above mentioned estimations for equilibrium OH concentration are either
based on H as an independent reacting species or the OH concentration is propor-
tional to O2 concentration. Since the H concentration is not known with the current
combustion mechanism, these estimations cannot be used here. In simulations of
substoichiometric combustion, the O2 concentration is zero in some regimes with the
currently used combustion model. However, measurements show that some oxygen
consuming reactions still proceed.
Thus, an OH estimation based on a global equilibrium assumption of reaction
(R 45) as proposed by Bose and Wendt [15] and used by Taniguchi et al. [161] is most
promising for the current task.
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2 OH+H2 −⇀↽− 2 H2O (R 45)
The equilibrium concentration can be determined as follows:
[OH]eq =
(
[H2O]
2
K[H2]
)1/2
(5.5)
The equilibrium constant K for this reaction is determined from the Gibbs energy
change ∆Gr:
K = e
(−∆G
RT
)
(5.6)
Whereby ∆G is calculated from the difference of the Gibbs energy of the products
and educts of the reaction. For reaction (R 45) that is:
∆Gr = 2GH2O − 2GOH − GH2 with G = H − TS (5.7)
Polynomial coefficients for determination of the enthalpy and entropy are taken
from the CHEMKIN Thermodynamic Database “therm.dat”.
The Gibbs energy change ∆Gr has been evaluated for a range of temperatures from
500 K to 3000 K as shown in fig. 5.13. In order to reduce computational effort in actual
simulations, the constant has been approximated by an Arrhenius approach with an
activation temperature of 69 110 K and a preexponential factor of A = 3.7 · 10−8. This
approximation is valid for a temperature range of 940 K to 1700 K with an accuracy
of better than 5 %. Between 850 K and 1820 K the accuracy is still better 10 %.
Superequilibrium Concentration of OH
Radical concentrations in flames usually exceed equilibrium concentrations by far,
see for example Barlow et al. [8] or Miller and Bowman [109]. Yetter et al. [194]
showed that the actual OH concentration can be several magnitudes higher than
the equilibrium concentration. More important, the actual OH concentration was
found to be rather independent of the O2 concentration. Thus, the equilibrium
assumption based on equation 5.5, which is also independent of the O2 concentration,
is potentially a good basis for the estimation of the actual concentration.
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Figure 5.13: Validation of approximation for equilibrium constant of reaction (R 45)
Bose and Wendt [15] proposed an Arrhenius ansatz for the evaluation of the actual
OH concentration from the equilibrium concentration:
[OH] = 5.7837 · 10−4 exp(13 019/T) · [OH]eq (5.8)
In the relevant temperature range from 1000 to 1500 K, the superequilibrium OH
concentration is thereby around one to two orders of magnitude higher than the
equilibrium concentration.
However, a precise prediction of the actual concentration is not possible without the
use of a detailed reaction mechanism so that the numerical values from the approach
by Bose and Wendt might not be suitable for all applications. For the simulations
at hand, the equilibrium overshoot was simulated with an Arrhenius ansatz similar
to eq. 5.8, but with the numerical values adapted to the current application. The
activation energy has been chosen to yield a temperature dependence of the simulated
OH concentration similar to the one found by Yetter et al. With a value of 25 000 K it
is roughly twice as high as in the ansatz from Bose and Wendt (eq. 5.8).
The preexponential factor AOH has been used as a model parameter which has
been determined to 6 · 10−6 in a parameter study in order to improve agreement
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Figure 5.14: Concentration of OH: 1: as calculated from equilibrium (R 45); 2: su-
perequilibrium assumption for current work (eq. 5.9); 3: superequilibrium according
to Bose and Wendt [15] (eq. 5.8); 4: equilibrium from steady state assumptions by
Yetter et al. [194] and 5: superequilibrium from detailed simulations [194].
For 1 to 3: [H2O] = 0.8 mol/m
3 and [H2] = 0.02 mol/m
3
For 4 and 5: XO2 = 0.005
between simulated and measured concentrations of NO, NH3 and HCN. The adapted
Arrhenius ansatz is given in eq. 5.9:
[OH] = 6.0 · 10−6 exp(25 000/T)
(
[H2O]
2
K[H2]
)1/2
(5.9)
with K = 3.7 · 10−8 exp (−69 110/T)
The OH concentration in equilibrium as determined from reaction (R 45) together
with the calculations from Yetter et al. [194], the superequilibrium assumption from
Bose and Wendt [15], and the superequilibrium concentration for the work at hand are
shown in fig. 5.14. A direct comparison of these correlations is difficult because the
species concentrations which are necessary for the estimation of the OH concentration
are different. For this comparison, species concentrations were chosen which are
representative for a substoichiometric zone. Data from Yetter et al. is given for a O2
concentration of XO2 = 0.005 whereby the data for the current work is evaluated for
molar concentrations of H2O of 0.8 mol/m
3 and H2 of 0.02 mol/m
3.
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As a very general trend it can be concluded, that in the relevant temperature range
the OH concentration, as it is determined in the current study (2 in fig. 5.14), is
higher than the superequilibrium concentration determined with the assumptions
from Bose and Wendt [15] (3 in fig. 5.14). However, the concentration is about one
order of magnitude lower than the concentration determined by Yetter et al. [194] (5
in fig. 5.14).
5.4.3 Reaction Paths
The individual reaction paths which have been depicted in fig. 5.12 are discussed
separately in the following.
Oxidation of Intermediates
The first reaction in the adapted mechanism is NH3 oxidation. In detailed mecha-
nisms, NH3 is oxidised by a variety of radicals, the most important of them being
O, H, and OH. Here, only oxidation by OH is considered, namely the successive
oxidation of NHi to NHi-1 and eventually NO, (R 46–49).
NH3 +OH −⇀↽− NH2 +H2O (R 46)
NH2 +OH −⇀↽− NH+H2O (R 47)
NH+OH −⇀↽− N+H2O (R 48)
N+OH −⇀↽− NO+H (R 49)
These four equations can be summarised to give a global representation for NH3
oxidation:
NH3 + 4 OH −→ NO+ 3 H2O+ 0.5 H2 (R 50)
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With a further simplification, the kinetic rate for reaction (R 50) can be determined
from a series of the individual reactions (R 46–49).
1
w50
=
1
w46
+
1
w47
+
1
w48
+
1
w49
(5.10)
It is wi = ki · [OH]· [NHj] so that [OH] can be factored out. Moreover, for the global
mechanism developed here, transport equations for the species NHj are not solved,
so that in this model NH3 can be assumed to comprise NHj. Thus,
[NH3] =
3
∑
j=0
[NHj (5.11)
Assuming that the concentrations [NHj] are all equal, the concentrations become
[NHj] = 0.25 [NH3]. Thus, 0.25 [NH3] can also be factored out which gives a formula-
tion of the reaction which can be used in the present model:
w50 =
0.25
∑ 1ki
· [OH][NH3] (5.12)
The kinetic rates for the elementary steps are listed in table 5.5. Considering
transport equations in the flow solver, OH radical concentration from (R 45) has to be
substituted into (R 50) thus yielding reaction (N 1).
NH3 +H2O −→ NO+ 2.5 H2 (N 1)
The second reaction (N 2) is the oxidation of HCN with OH. Thereby, HCN is
shifted into the NHj subsystem according to (R 51).
HCN+OH −→ NH2 +CO (R 51)
Including the equilibrium reaction for OH and making use of the assumption that
[NH3] comprises [NH2], (R 51) turns into (N 2) for practical CFD simulations.
HCN+H2O −→ NH3 +CO (N 2)
Since HCN oxidation by OH is only one of several other possible oxidation path-
ways (via CN or NCO or oxidation with O into the NHj subsystem), a global mecha-
nism of HCN oxidation has been included in addition to reaction (N 2). The kinetic
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rate for reaction (N 3) has been taken from de Soete [148]. A combination of the shift
reaction (N 2) with HCN oxidation (N 3) also gave good results in a study concerned
with MILD combustion of natural gas by Kim [86].
Homogeneous NO Reduction
NO is reduced by reactions with HCN and volatiles. The reaction with HCN (N 4) is
a global reaction taken from de Soete [148]. To some extent, reaction (N 2) describes
a reaction which is already included in reaction (N 4) as the global mechanism
comprises all paths leading from the educts to the products. However, OH is only one
of several radicals which attack HCN and the global reaction comprises many more,
so that the doubled pathway is only of subordinate importance. Simulations have
shown that (N 2) accelerates HCN oxidation but that its contribution to total HCN
oxidation decreases with increasing oxygen concentration and that the contribution
of (N 4) – oxidation by O2 – increases in return.
Reburning of NO with hydrocarbons is incorporated with reaction (N 5). This
reaction has been investigated in detail by Chen et al. [26].
NO+ a CHiOjSk −→ b HCN+ c CO2 + d H2O+ e SO2 (N 5)
The coefficients are calculated as follows:
a =
3.5
2+ 0.5i + 2k− j b = 1 c = a− b d = 1+ a · j− 2c− 2e e = a · k
Often a correction factor Kc for the share of hydrocarbons in the volatiles species is
included with the calculation of the reaction rate. It is calculated from
Kc =
YC +YH
YC +YH +YO +YN +YS
(5.13)
As nitrogen is directly released and thus does not contribute to the volatiles species,
Kc approaches unity for the coals investigated and thus is neglected.
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Thermal NO Formation
Thermal NO formation is simulated with reaction (N 6). The global reaction rate
according to Schnell [140] – see section 2.1.1 – is implemented in the current model.
In addition, results from simulations with the global reaction according to Schnell
[140] have been compared to simulations with the more elaborate thermal NO model
according to Westenberg [181]. Here, the extended Zeldovich mechanism has been
used with the OH concentration as discussed above. Reaction rates have been taken
from standard reference data [9]. The comparison will be discussed in section 5.5.
Heterogeneous NO Reduction
As discussed in section 2.1.5, rates for heterogeneous reburning of NO spread over
several orders of magnitude. However, the activation energy reported in most of these
studies is in between 1.2 · 105 and 1.5 · 105 J/mol. For the simulations within this study
an activation energy of 1.33 · 105 J/mol was chosen according to the review by Aarna
and Suuberg [1]. The preexponential factor for the reaction rate of reaction (N 7) Ahet
was varied as a second model parameter and eventually been set to 6.0 · 10−3 to fit
experimental data.
In addition, char catalysed NO reduction with CO (N 8) is incorporated in the
current mechanism as well.
5.4.4 Reaction Kinetics
In summary, the reactions of the adapted model as they are implemented in the CFD
code are listed below and the corresponding reaction rates are given in table 5.5.
NH3 +H2O −→ NO+ 2.5 H2 (N 1)
HCN+H2O −→ NH3 +CO (N 2)
HCN+ 1.75 O2 −→ NO+CO2 + 0.5 H2O (N 3)
HCN+NO −→ N2 +CO+ 0.5 H2 (N 4)
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NO+ a CHiOjSk −→ b HCN+ c CO2 + d H2O+ e SO2 (N 5)
N2 +O2 −→ 2 NO (N 6)
NO+C(s) −→ 0.5 N2 +CO (N 7)
NO+CO
Cs−→ 0.5 N2 +CO2 (N 8)
5.5 Results
The revised NO model has been validated against experimental data from the test
case discussed afore. Measurements of the NO concentration along the axis of the
furnace are compared to simulations with the revised model in fig. 5.15.
The NO concentration is overpredicted in the first half of the furnace whereas the
simulation agrees well with measurements in the second half. A slight increase in
the NO concentration at a distance of 1.8 m is due to the addition of burnout air
and the conversion of remaining HCN. HCN is also overpredicted in the burner
proximity. After a peak of the HCN concentration at a distance of 0.25 m in the
simulation, it decreases fast and eventually underpredicts measured data. In the
substoichiometric zone, HCN concentration remains at around 10 to 20 ppm until
the addition of O2 causes conversion to NO. From the steep decrease of the HCN
concentration after the initial peak it could be inferred, that reaction (N 2) is simulated
too fast or that a doubling effect concerning reaction (N 3) influences the simulations.
However, a reduction of the superequilibrium ratio of OH concentration by adapting
the preexponential factor in eq. 5.9, which corresponds to a reduction of the rate of
reaction (N 2), did not improve the simulation.
Total volatile fuel nitrogen follows the measured trend the best, however, it is
overpredicted in the burner proximity, too. Since all models overpredicted TVFN
in the burner proximity, the question can be raised whether the measured data
are absolutely reliable. To some extent the measurements could be falsified due
to ongoing reactions in the suction probe which was introduced from the bottom
of the combustion chamber. At measurement positions close to the burner, the
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Table 5.5
Kinetic rates for flameless combustion NO model
rate units reference
wN1 =
0.25
1
k46
+ 1k47 +
1
k48
+ 1k49
· XNH3 XOH ·
p
RT
[mol/(m3· s)] this work
k46 = 5.0 · 104 T1.6 exp
(−3990
RT
)
[31]
k47 = 9.0 · 104 T1.5 exp
(
−1910
RT
)
[31]
k48 = 2 · 106 T1.2 [31]
k49 = 2.83 · 1010 [9]
wN2 = 0.44 · T2.98 exp
(
−39 141
RT
)
· XHCNXOH ·
( p
RT
)2
[mol/(m3· s)] [100]
wN3 = 3.5 · 1010 exp
(−280 223
RT
) · XHCNXaO2 · pRT [mol/(m3· s)]* [148]
wN4 = 3.0 · 1012 exp
(
−251 035
RT
)
· XHCNXNO · pRT [mol/(m
3· s)] [148]
wN5 = 9.2 · 104 exp
(
−78 654
RT
)
· XvolXNO · pRT [mol/(m
3· s)] [50]
wN6 = 1.8 · 1015 exp
(−68 070
T
) · [O2]0.5[N2] [mol/(m3· s)] [86, 140]
wN7 = 6.0 · 100 exp
(
−133 000
RT
)
· pNO · Sext [mol/s]
wN8 =
k17 (k18pCO + k19)
k17pNO + k18pCO + k19
· pNO · Sext [mol/s] [22]
k17 = 2.1 · 10−3 exp
(
−1.088·105
RT
)
[mol/(m2· s ·Pa)]
k18 = 7.4 · 10−6 exp
(
−7.950·104
RT
)
[mol/(m2· s ·Pa)]
k19 = 1.5 · 10+1 exp
(
−1.674·105
RT
)
[mol/(m2· s)]
* order a in reaction (N3) according to de Soete [148] as given on page 67
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Figure 5.15: Comparison of measured concentrations of NO, HCN and total volatile
fuel nitrogen compared to simulations with the revised model
probe is exposed to combustion conditions for a long distance. If reactions were not
completely quenched directly at the measurement point, reduced total volatile fuel
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Figure 5.16: Comparison of NO concentration from measurements with simulations
with adapted NO-model and influence of choice of preexponential factors AOH and
Ahet
nitrogen values would be the expected result. However, no simulation of the probe
system was carried out in order to prove this hypothesis.
After validation of the NO model with detailed measurements within the furnace,
simulations of global NO emission for different test cases have been compared to
measurements as well. Measurements at the University of Stuttgart [133] have been
carried out in a range of the burner air ratio of 0.7 ≤ λb ≤ 1.0. Figure 5.16 shows the
comparison for λb = 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, and 1.0. Absolute values are shown in the upper
part and in the lower part relative deviations from measured values are presented.
Next to results of simulations with the preferred preexponential factors AOH and
Ahet, two other series of simulations with slightly changed model parameters are
presented. All simulations show a minimum of NOx emissions at λb = 0.8, whereas
experimental data show a further decrease of NOx emissions at λb = 0.7 compared to
λb = 0.8. Apparently, the trend is not predicted correctly. However, the minimum in
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the trend has been observed in other experiments as well, see chapter 4, so that most
likely only the exact burner air ratio where the trend reversal occurs is inaccurate.
The nature of this trend reversal will be discussed later in this section.
For the preferred combination of preexponential factors (AOH = 1.6 · 10−6 and
Ahet = 6.0 mol/(m2· s · Pa)), NO concentrations under very fuel rich (λb = 0.7) and
stoichiometric (λb = 1.0) conditions are overpredicted by about 25 %. Under moder-
ately fuel rich conditions (λb = 0.8 and 0.9) NO concentrations are underpredicted by
about 20 %. A reduction of the rate coefficient for heterogeneous NO reduction, Ahet,
to 5.0 mol/(m2· s · Pa) causes an increase of simulated NO emission at all burner air
ratios. The effect is most pronounced at high λb. With an increase of Ahet, predictions
for moderately rich conditions become poor. Especially the agreement between the
trends from measured data and the simulations as they are depicted in fig. 5.15
becomes less satisfying. The chosen value Ahet = 6.0 mol/(m2· s · Pa) gives the best
approximation for the trend over all burner air ratios.
An increase in the preexponential factor for superequilibrium OH, AOH, from
1.6 · 10−6 to 1.8 · 10−6 reduces NO emission predictions for λb = 0.7. Hardly any
influence can be seen at λb = 0.8 and for larger burner air ratios NO emission
predictions increase. Since NO emission is overpredicted at both ends of the λb scale,
an alteration of AOH impairs the predictions at either end.
For a better understanding of the influences of the reaction paths, the relative
contributions of the individual reactions are discussed in the following section.
5.5.1 Significance of NO Mechanisms
Figure 5.17 presents the reaction rates of the adapted NO mechanism integrated over
the entire furnace volume. For all burner air ratios, reaction (N 1) yields the highest
molar conversion rate, whereby the conversion for λb = 0.7 is about three times
as high as for λb = 1.0. NH3, which is oxidised in reaction (N 1), is either directly
released during pyrolysis and subsequent char conversion or it is the product of
reaction (N 2). The difference in molar conversion of reactions (N 1) and (N 2) is thus
equal to the amount of NH3 released during pyrolysis and therefore almost constant
for all burner air ratios. Since the share of char oxidation by H2O increases towards
lower λb, a larger fraction of char-nitrogen is released as NH3. Hence, the difference
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Figure 5.17: Comparison of molar conversion of individual mechanisms of NO
formation and destruction for various λb
between the integrated reaction rates of reaction (N 1) and (N 2) is slightly higher
at lower λb compared to high λb. The shift reaction (N 2) is also the second most
important reaction concerning molar conversion rate.
As stated previously, reaction (N 3) exhibits a trend opposite to that of reaction
(N 2). That means that at low burner air ratios HCN oxidation by O2 can almost be
neglected compared to oxidation by OH whereas for higher values of λb it gains
more importance. The small increase in the integrated reaction rate of reaction (N 3)
at λb = 0.7 compared to λb = 0.8 is due to HCN which is not oxidised in the primary
combustion zone but prevails unto the addition of burnout air where it is oxidised
by O2. This late oxidation also causes the increase in total NO emission at λb = 0.7
compared to λb = 0.8 because NO that is produced in the burnout zone cannot
efficiently be reduced again. The residence time in the primary reaction zone is too
low for full conversion of HCN. This finding is supported by He et al. [70] who
concluded that low NOx emissions can be achieved when high concentrations of
HCN and NO occur simultaneously.
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Homogeneous NO reduction via reaction (N 4) is strongest at low burner air ratios.
HCN is abundant in the whole primary combustion zone so that any NO produced
can be reduced again. Moreover, a large amount of volatiles persists in the primary
combustion zone, too, so that NO is also reduced via reaction (N 5). At higher values
of λb, volatiles oxidation by O2 is very fast, so that hardly any reaction with NO
occurs.
Thermal NO seems to be negligible compared to the other mechanisms throughout
all burner air ratios considered. However, a simulation at λb = 0.8 without thermal
NO path yielded 26.19 ppm as compared to 38.95 ppm with thermal NO. Thus, the
thermal NO path accounts for approximately 33 % of total NO emission which is
in the order of the 42 % which have been determined experimentally by Ristic et al.
[133]. Related to the overall emitted NO, thermal NO production is 42 % at λb = 0.8.
Therefore, NO that is produced via the thermal path presumably is produced in the
burnout zone almost exclusively and thus not reduced again. At λb = 0.7 thermal NO
production is 39 % related to overall emitted NO. This is also in line with experiments
which showed a reduction of the share of thermal NO at λb = 0.7 compared to
λb = 0.8.
With the thermal NO model according to Westenberg [181], total NO emission
differed only marginally from simulations without thermal NO model (26.30 vs.
26.19 ppm at λb = 0.8). All other reaction rates are unaffected by the change in the
NO model, that is, integrated reaction rates differ by no more than 1 %. Therefore,
the model according to Schnell [140] has been used.
A large portion of NO is reduced heterogeneously, whereby the relative impor-
tance increases with λb. However, absolute NO reduction rates decrease towards
stoichiometric conditions since char is burned much faster. In the current model, NO
interaction with ash is not considered but it is likely that NO is reduced on the ash
surface as well. Johnsson [77] investigated the reactivity of ash under fluidised bed
conditions and found it rather low, however, according to Köpsel and Halang [91],
ash favours heterogeneous NOx reduction reactions at higher combustion tempera-
tures. This effect might at least partly explain the overprediction of NO emission for
stoichiometric conditions in the current model.
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5.5.2 Comparison with Experiments
As has been discussed on basis of the contribution of the individual mechanisms in
the previous section (fig. 5.17), the residence time in the primary combustion zone
affects the degree of oxidation of intermediate species. This mechanism is likely the
reason for the trend reversal which has been observed in experiments as well. With
sufficient time in the primary combustion zone, NOx emissions could be minimised,
see fig. 4.10 on page 51. However, since detailed simulations of all measured data
cannot be within the scope of the present work, the actual correlation between various
mechanisms can only be hypothesised.
At λb < 0.7 no influence of the primary combustion zone volume can be identified
in the experiments, although the effect of reduced NOx emissions with increased
volume should be more pronounced. Possibly, this is due to the absence of oxygen.
Under highly substoichiometric conditions not only molecular oxygen is consumed,
but moreover, oxygen from H2O and NO is consumed as well. Thus, intermediate
species cannot be oxidised anymore. In the current mechanism that means that
neither of reactions (N 1–4) occur towards the end of the primary combustion zone,
so that nitrogenous species concentrations are frozen.
With an increase of the burner air ratio and thus the available oxygen, the optimum
volume of the primary combustion zone increases. The optimum volume is reached,
when all oxygen from either O2, H2O, or NO is consumed, so that no further oxidation
of intermediates can occur.
Figure 4.10 exhibits another trend reversal at λb = 1.03. Here, the difference
between the NOx emissions with a primary combustion zone length of 1400 and
1600 mm is smaller compared to that at 1200 and 1400 mm. This effect can be
attributed to heterogeneous NO reduction. For λb close to stoichiometric conditions,
all char is converted in the primary combustion zone if the volume is large enough.
Thus, NO cannot be reduced in heterogeneous reactions anymore.
5.6 Conclusions from Numerical Simulations
Next to the conclusions from lab-scale experiments, additional information has been
retrieved from numerical simulations.
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• Global NO models found in literature are not suitable for the conditions of
flameless pulverised coal combustion.
• Predictions of NO emission with a modified NO model based on HCN and
NH3 oxidation by OH are in good agreement with experimental data.
• Lowest NOx emissions can be obtained when the primary combustion zone is
sufficiently large for full conversion of intermediate species prior to addition of
burnout air.
• Thermal NO forms almost exclusively in the burnout zone. Although the
integrated molar production rate of thermal NO is up to two orders of magni-
tude lower than the integrated molar conversion rate of the other mechanisms,
thermal NO contributes to up to 40 % of total NO emitted.
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CHAPTER 6
Application of Flameless Pulverised Coal
Combustion in Utility Boilers
In the previous chapters fundamentals and characteristics of flameless pulverised coal
combustion have been discussed. Lab-scale experiments have shown the potential of
the technique and a numerical analysis revealed design criteria to achieve low NOx
pulverised coal combustion. These criteria are a guideline for scale-up of burners
and application of the concept to utility size boilers. Regions of high dilution of the
combustion air and the coal have to be created prior to ignition. In order to prevent
early ignition of the reactants, the coal inlet should be separated from the combustion
air injection and a strong recirculation of hot flue gases to the inlet of combustion
air and coal has to be created. Numerical simulations of a boxer fired boiler as well
as a tangentially fired boiler equipped with flameless combustion burners show the
general applicability of the system [134].
The objective of this study is to identify the NOx emission reduction potential of
flameless pulverised coal combustion and evaluate its applicability as a retrofit option
in existing boilers. For this, different furnace types are briefly discussed and using
the example of a tangentially fired furnace, potential modifications are identified and
simulated numerically.
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6.1 Boiler Types
Depending on the coal type and the thermal power input, a variety of furnace types
exists for pulverised coal combustion. Next to special furnaces, for example like slag
tap furnaces for high ash coals or downshot firing systems for low volatile coals, there
are mainly two general setups characterised by the position of the burners. Either the
burners are located on walls or in the corners of the furnace.
6.1.1 Wall Fired Furnaces
In wall fired furnaces, burners are located on a single or on opposing walls. Each
burner is thereby designed to stabilise its own flame. Thus, swirl burners, which
induce an inner recirculation of hot flue gas to the burner throat, are used in wall
fired systems. Typically, these systems are used for bituminous coals.
The use of jet like flameless combustion burners in this arrangement bears some
difficulties although the potential seems to be high. On the one hand, the danger of
jet impingement on opposite walls is very high in wall fired systems. On the other
hand, a significant benefit, if the burners are arranged in boxer firing, might come
from feeding the incoming fresh reactants from one burner with flue gas from an
opposite burner. Numerical simulations of flameless burners in a wall fired boiler
carried out within the FLOX-COAL project [134] showed that jet impingement should
not be a significant problem.
6.1.2 Tangentially Fired Furnaces
Tangentially fired furnaces are usually equipped with jet burners in the corners of the
boiler. The burners are oriented in a way that the burner axis tangentially touches a
central so-called “combustion ball” of diameter d, see fig. 6.1. Typically, lignite boilers
are designed with tangentially fired furnaces.
In a standard arrangement, the burners consist of two coal jets which are enclosed
by an under-fire air, an over-fire air and an intermediate air in between. To prevent
corrosion at the furnace walls, additional wall air with increased combustion ball
diameter is sometimes used.
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α
β
d
Figure 6.1: Top-view of tangentially fired boiler with indication of the burner angles
and combustion ball diameter d
6.2 Opole Power Plant BP-1150 Boiler
For the detailed numerical investigation of the application of flameless pulverised coal
combustion in large-scale furnaces, boiler BP-1150 in Opole power plant, Poland, has
been considered. It is a subcritical 400 MW tangentially fired boiler with superheated
steam pressure of 18 MPa corresponding to a water wall temperature of 366 °C. The
cross section is rectangular with a width of 15.77 m and a depth of 14.3 m. A sketch
of the boiler up to the first platen superheater is shown in fig. 6.2.
The bottom hopper is about 11 m high, the burner section extends from 11 m up
to a height of 27.5 m, the furnace extends up to a first platen superheater of the
convective section at 43.4 m. In total, there are five burner levels numbered from
bottom to top, each with a burner in every corner. Every burner level is fed by its
own coal mill. During normal operation only three to four out of the five mills are in
operation, supplying sufficient coal for full load of the furnace.
The burners are inclined according to fig. 6.1 in order to create a combustion ball of
1.8 m diameter. Angle α is about 47.5° whereas angle β is about 53.5°. No additional
wall air is used.
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oil burners
burners
SOFA
OFA
Figure 6.2: Sketch of Opole power plant boiler BP-1150
The coal fired in this furnace is Budryk hard coal, see table 4.1. The calculated air
ratio up to the fifth burner row is 1.01 including false air.
Above the fifth burner row, over fire air (OFA) ports are installed. A secondary
over fire air (SOFA) is injected in the furnace above the burner section. The boiler is
operated with a total air ratio of 1.20. Every burner consists of two coal inlets with a
primary air port in between and two secondary air ports below and above the coal
inlets.
Experimental data is available for a configuration with the lower four out of the five
mills/burner levels in operation. In this configuration, the fifth burner level as well
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Table 6.1
Operating parameters of Opole power plant boiler BP-1150
parameter unit value
wall temperature K 639.15
operating mills - 1, 2, 3, 4
total coal mass flow kg/s 47.627
carrier air to operating burners kg/s 28.02
cooling air to non-working burners kg/s 3.72
combustion air to operating burners kg/s 44.45
cooling air to non-working burners kg/s 13.615
cooling air to oil burners kg/s 32.325
over fire air kg/s 22.268
secondary over fire air kg/s 43.962
false air (introduced between burner level 1 and
bottom hopper)
kg/s 20
false air at bottom hopper kg/s 4.06
combustion air temperature K 600
carrier air temperature K 380
coal size 75 % < 90 µm
96.5 % < 200 µm
as the lighting up (oil) burners are supplied with a cooling air flow. The operational
parameters of this configuration are presented in table 6.1.
False air is estimated from data supplied by the operator. About one fifth of the
false air is assumed to enter the boiler through the bottom hopper and the remainder
is introduced in between the hopper and the lowest burner level. Combustion air is
preheated to 600 K whereas the coal carrier air is injected with a temperature of 380 K.
The computational domain for simulations of the Opole power plant boiler is fully
three-dimensional with approximately 1 000 000 cells in the grid.
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Global results are in good agreement with experimental data. For this, simulated
data have been evaluated at the end of the computational domain, prior to the
convective section of the boiler. It is assumed, that species concentrations do not
change considerably in the convective section anymore. Simulations of a whole
boiler by Choi and Kim [29] support this assumption. Thus, numerically determined
emissions are comparable to those measured in the stack. The simulated oxygen
concentration at the end of the computational domain is 3.5 % which is equivalent to
measurements. Moreover, the temperature right before the first platen superheater
is 1365 K in the simulation and 1375 K in measurements. The NOx model also gave
reasonable results with predicted 380 mg/m3 (stp) @ 6 % O2 compared to 360 mg/m
3
(stp) @ 6 % O2 in the actual power plant. Similar to results under near stoichiometric
conditions in the lab-scale furnace, NOx emissions are slightly overpredicted. The
simulated CO concentration at the end of the furnace differs from measured values.
The simulated value is 5.4 mg/m3 (stp) @ 6 % O2 as compared to 44.3 mg/m
3 (stp) @
6 % O2.
A more detailed look at the temperature and species distribution gives information
on the characteristics of the combustion. Figure 6.3 shows the simulated temperature
distribution as well as the concentration of O2 and CO in various planes of Opole
power plant boiler BP-1150. The bottom most plane is located in the hopper, the
second plane is located at the lowest burner level and also cuts the lowest oil nozzles
on the front/rear walls. The third plane is a cut through the middle of burner level
4 which is the last burner level in operation. Plane 4 marks the upper end of the
burner levels. It cuts the upper oil burners on the front/rear walls and the OFA in
the burner wall. The last plane is located well above the SOFA near the upper end of
the furnace, shortly before the convective section.
The gas temperature is in between 400 K and 1720 K within the whole computational
domain. The maximum is located in the last burner level where almost all heat has
already been released. In the plane of the OFA, the temperature distribution is
already quite homogeneous. The two burner planes (planes two and three) also
exhibit the characteristic combustion ball with rather low temperatures in the centre
of the furnace surrounded by a hot cylinder and lower temperatures near the furnace
walls.
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The O2 concentration shows the rapid dilution of the incoming air jets. In the
burner levels and in the hopper, the O2 concentration is close to zero except for the
air inlets. Prior to the convective section, the O2 concentration is homogenised well
at a level of 3.5 %. Moreover, the O2 concentration near the walls is increased, so
that the walls are subject to an oxidising atmosphere. This is important in terms of
corrosion prevention.
The plot of the CO concentration supports this finding as the CO concentration
at the walls is reduced. In the hot cylinder around the combustion ball, the CO
concentration is increased. In the centre, where the temperature is low and the O2 is
close to 0 %, the CO concentration is also reduced to a value of almost 0 % again.
Figure 6.4 shows the simulated distribution of NO, HCN and NH3 in the same
planes. The NO concentration is highest in the lower planes and decreases continu-
ously on the way through the upper planes. This behaviour indicates homogeneous
and/or heterogeneous reduction of NO. HCN and NH3 are abundant only in the
vicinity of the burners, whereby HCN follows NH3. The peak HCN concentration in
burner level 1 exceeds the peak NO concentration. HCN is released during pyrolysis
and char conversion and is slowly oxidised to NO or NH3. In burner level 4, peak
HCN concentration is still high, but localised only in small regions close to the
burners. Both, HCN and NH3 are completely converted in the computational domain,
so that no intermediates leave the furnace.
6.2.1 Burner and Furnace Modifications
When the principles of flameless pulverised coal combustion are adapted to large
scale furnaces, certain constraints on the implementation have to be considered.
• Deep staging is not possible, because a reducing atmosphere at the furnace
walls promotes corrosion.
• Since the reaction zone is significantly increased, the interaction between indi-
vidual burners has to be considered, too.
• It has to be assured, that high momentum jets, which are necessary to induce
the recirculation of flue gases, do not impinge on opposite or adjacent walls in
order to prevent increased erosion or slagging.
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• The forced draught fans of the combustion air provide limited pressure build-up
so that the inlet momentum can not be arbitrarily increased.
Keeping these restrictions in mind, possible modifications to the burners have to
be identified which promote flameless combustion. These modifications can then be
evaluated numerically.
The first finding from the lab scale experiments was that inert gases should be used
as coal carrier. However, this option requires large modifications to the whole boiler,
so that it is not considered as first option for a retrofit.
Although no clear trend was observed during lab scale tests, an increase in the
combustion air velocity should improve mixing of the reactants with combustion
products. Moreover, separation of the combustion air from the coal inlet should
improve dilution prior to ignition. Dilution can also be affected by changing the
diameter of the combustion ball.
Modifications to promote flameless combustion which have been investigated are:
Variation 1: Increase of the combustion air velocity from 76 m/s to 123 m/s
by closing parts of the original inlet nozzles.
Variation 2: Separation of coal jets from combustion air jets while retaining
the inlet velocity of the reference configuration (uin = 77.5 m/s).
The two coal inlets of the original design are thereby merged
into one central inlet of doubled size so that the carrier air inlet
velocity remains unchanged.
Variation 3: Separation of coal jets from combustion air jets similar to vari-
ation 2 but with moderately increased inlet velocity (uin =
91 m/s).
Variation 4: Increase of combustion ball diameter compared to the reference
configuration in order to feed fresh reactants earlier with com-
bustion products to 3.0 m. The burner design is equivalent to
that of variation 2.
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(original) (1) (3)(2)
Figure 6.5: Burner design of Opole power plant boiler BP-1150 (far left) and modi-
fications investigated for the application of flameless combustion. Coal inlets are
marked in dark grey and air inlets are marked in light grey
Variation 5: Shift air from OFA to SOFA in order to increase the residence
time in the combustion zone. Therefore, the OFA has been
reduced to 5.567 kg/s and the SOFA has been increased to
60.663 kg/s so that the air ratio at the OFA level is reduced from
1.07 to 1.025 while retaining the total air ratio at 1.2. For this
variation also the burner design from variation 2 has been used.
Variation 6: Replace carrier air with flue gas in order to prevent early igni-
tion of the coal. The burner design from variation 2 has been
used. In order to retain the air ratio, air originally injected with
the coal has been distributed on the secondary air and the oil
burners.
The detailed design of the respective burners with the distribution of carrier and
combustion air is shown in fig. 6.5.
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6.2.2 Simulations
Global results from the simulations with unchanged and modified burners are listed
in table 6.2. The furnace end temperature is calculated as the mass weighted average
temperature at the end of the computational domain. The maximum temperature
reported refers to the maximum temperature found for the whole furnace volume.
O2, NOx, and CO are mass weighted average values at the end of the computational
domain. The O2 concentration is reported as is, while the NOx and CO emissions
are converted to a reference value of 6 % O2 at standard conditions. Carbon in ash is
estimated from an evaluation of the calculated burnout. The simulated carbon in ash
value is only a vague approximation as the implementation of the model used does
not account for ash inhibition and other effects which slow down char conversion
towards the end of combustion.
As already mentioned above, the results from the simulation of the reference agree
very well with measured data. Since the goal of any modification to the burners or
the furnace within the frame of this work is to reduce NOx emissions, the variations
have to be evaluated according to their respective emissions.
Obviously, the increase of the combustion air velocity is counterproductive in terms
of NOx emissions. Compared to the reference, emissions in variation 1 are increased
by about one fourth. The separation of the combustion air from the coal inlet while
retaining the inlet velocities (variation 2) causes a minor decrease in NOx emissions
of around 8 % compared to the reference. Again, the increase of the inlet velocity
in variation 3 compared to variation 2 increases NOx emissions almost to the level
of the unmodified burners. The lowest value for NOx emissions could be achieved
with variation 4 which corresponds to separated inlets with increased combustion
ball diameter. Here, a reduction of almost 14 % is achieved compared to the reference.
The increase in residence time in the burner zone by shifting air from OFA to SOFA
(variation 5) did not further reduce NOx emissions. Using flue gas as coal carrier
(variation 6) drastically increases NOx and CO emissions and reduces burnout. Thus,
this option is not pursued any further.
For all cases investigated, except for variation 6, the simulated CO emission is close
to 0, well below the measured value. The estimated burnout is of the same order in
all cases so that no difficulties with burnout can be expected.
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Table 6.2
Comparison of furnace end temperature and species concentrations for different burner
variations
case Tend Tmax O2 NOx CO C in ash
[K] [K] [vol.-%] [mg/m3]* [mg/m3]* [mass-%]
measurements 1375 3.5 360 44.3 1.98/3.44§
reference 1365 1715 3.5 380 5.4 0.9‡
variation 1 1323 1792 3.5 483 2.7 1.1‡
variation 2 1373 1758 3.5 350 1.7 0.8‡
variation 3 1352 1781 3.5 371 0.8 0.9‡
variation 4 1354 1799 3.5 327 0.9 1.0‡
variation 5 1344 1792 3.5 337 1.0 1.0‡
variation 6 1329 1584 2.9 815 30.1 2.3‡
* (stp) @6 % O2
§ bottom ash/fly ash
‡ estimated from carbon balance
Looking at the furnace end temperature, most variations seem to exhibit improved
heat transfer in the furnace compared to the reference as the temperature is reduced
while the burnout is of the same order. To some extent, this can be due to an increased
maximum temperature in the combustion zone. The increase in the maximum
temperature approximately correlates with the decrease in the end temperature for
variations 1 to 5. Boiler performance is affected by a change of the furnace end
temperature because the heat exchangers are designed for a given heat transfer. Thus,
certain modifications might not be realisable. However, desirable modifications which
supposedly reduce NOx emissions (variations 2, 4, and 5), exhibit a furnace end
temperature which is relatively close to the reference value. In terms of heat transfer,
these modifications seem feasible.
Similar to the above presentation of the simulated species distribution of the
reference, figs. 6.6, 6.7, 6.8, and 6.9 show the temperature distribution, the CO
concentration and the NO concentration for variation 1, 2, 3, and 4.
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Figure 6.10: Comparison of molar conversion of individual mechanisms of NO
formation and destruction for burner variations in Opole power plant boiler BP-1150
Comparing the simulated temperature distribution of variation 1 with that from the
reference, it stands out, that not only the maximum temperature is increased, but that
the entire furnace up to the OFA plane exhibits increased temperatures. However, the
temperature field as well as the species distribution is more homogeneous compared
to the reference which can be attributed to improved mixing due to the increased
inlet velocity of the combustion air.
With the separation of the combustion air from the coal inlet in variation 2, peak
NO concentration is significantly curbed compared to the reference as shown in
fig. 6.7. The inlet velocity increase in variation 3 causes the CO concentration to be
homogenised (see fig. 6.8) compared to variation 2.
Increasing the combustion ball diameter somewhat reduces NOx emissions (varia-
tion 4). However, the CO concentration at the walls is slightly increased, see fig. 6.9,
so that it might be problematic to install such a system.
Figure 6.10 gives further information on the origin of the increased NOx emissions.
The figure shows the molar conversion rates for the individual reactions of the
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NO mechanism integrated over the whole furnace. Although on a very low level
compared to the other reactions, NO formation via the thermal NO path (N 6) is
more than doubled in variation 1 compared to the reference. Moreover, the velocity
increase seems to separate NO formation from the region where pyrolysis occurs as
the reburning rate (N 5) is almost halved. Thus, the increase in NOx emissions with a
combustion air velocity increase is due to poor homogeneous reburning and high
temperatures in the furnace. The increase in the velocity from variation 2 to variation
3 causes the same changes as from the reference burner to variation 1. The effect is
only less pronounced so that the increase in NOx emissions is not as distinct.
6.2.3 Conclusions from Simulations of Utility Boiler
The overall NOx emission trends predicted for the utility boiler and the burner
variations are plausible. However, in the model validation with lab-scale experiments
the agreement between predictions and measured values was only within 30 %. Thus,
absolute values have to be viewed carefully.
Key to low NOx emissions is intense mixing of the reactants with flue gas in
order to homogenise the temperature and species distribution. An increase of the
combustion air velocity has a negative effect on NOx emissions which has been
attributed to poor reburning due to a separation of the regions of NOx formation and
reduction. Lowest NOx emissions can be achieved by an increase of the combustion
ball diameter and a separation of the coal and combustion air inlets. Using flue gas
as coal carrier increases NOx emissions due to a significant reduction of the residence
time in the primary combustion zone.
6.3 Optimisation of Boiler Designs for Flameless
Pulverised Coal Combustion
To overcome the restrictions inherent to retrofits and to fully exploit the potential of
the flameless pulverised coal combustion principle, novel concepts for the furnace
design should be developed. The main idea of changes to the burner design is to
further extend the recirculation so that convective mixing within the whole furnace is
achieved.
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burners
flue gas exit
Figure 6.11: Alternative furnace design optimised for flameless combustion of
pulverised coal as reported by Schaffel et al. [138]
A furnace design which is shown in fig. 6.11 has been developed by Schaffel et al.
[137–139]. Upon passing through the whole furnace the flue gases eventually return
to the top where a part leaves the furnace whereas a significant portion is entrained
into the incoming fresh reactants. In [139] the authors predict NOx emissions around
300 ppm with such a furnace design without giving any details of the coal used for
their study.
This geometry seems to have a high potential for the reduction of NOx. A further
reduction of NOx emissions could possibly be achieved by the use of dried flue gas
as coal carrier. In this case, pyrolysis and char oxidation would occur in a regime
with increased CO2 concentration so that nitrogen is released as N2 according to the
discussion from section 2.1.2. The geometry of the boiler would have to be adapted
so that the residence time in the furnace remains unchanged. Such a design should
also be tested for the possibility to use air staging in order to further reduce NOx
emissions.
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CHAPTER 7
Summary
Aim of this work was to investigate the applicability of flameless combustion technol-
ogy principles to pulverised coal combustion. In an experimental investigation, the
performance of flameless combustion burners in a lab-scale test rig has been investi-
gated. Based on experimental data from lab-scale tests, several numerical models for
NO formation have been assessed for their applicability to the conditions of flameless
pulverised coal combustion. None of the investigated models from literature yielded
acceptable results so that a new model has been developed. With this model, the
performance of a utility size boiler in its original state has been numerically compared
to several variations which promote flameless combustion. The modifications of the
burners yielded NOx emission reductions of up to 14 % compared to the original
burners. However, although the trend which is predicted by the newly developed
NO model is plausible, the absolute numbers should be viewed carefully. Deviations
between predicted and measured emissions from lab-scale experiments are in the
order up to 30 %.
The lab-scale experiments showed, that it is highly beneficial in terms of NOx
reduction to use N2 as coal carrier instead of air. The finding has been supported by
OH * chemiluminescence imaging which revealed a suppression of ignition in the coal
jet when N2 is used. With the investigated settings, NOx emissions are always above
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the legislative limit of 200 mg/m3 (stp). However, emissions close to the limit can be
achieved with a variety of settings of the thermal load, inlet velocity, wall temperature,
burner air ratio, and primary combustion zone volume. The inlet velocity has no
significant influence on NOx emissions whereas an increase of the wall temperature
also increases NOx emissions. The parameters thermal load and primary combustion
zone volume are interrelated by the residence time in the primary combustion zone.
As long as the residence time is above a certain threshold, NOx emissions are low and
constant for almost all settings. These high residence times have only been achieved
with the burner air ratio below 0.8.
Predictions of NOx emissions based on NO models from literature are not reliable
for mainly one reason. The oxidation of intermediates (such as HCN and NH3) in
the primary substoichiometric combustion zone is insufficient for λb < 1.0. With con-
ventional models, intermediates are only oxidised by O2. However, O2 is consumed
by other reactions as well so that its concentration approaches [O2] = 0 mol/m
3 in
the substoichiometric zone and the intermediates are retained unto the injection of
burnout air where they are quickly oxidised to NO. Thus, NO predictions with con-
ventional models usually turn out too high. The model developed by Taniguchi et al.
[161] overcomes this problem by assuming intermediate oxidation by OH. However,
with this model, predictions for stoichiometric conditions in the primary combustion
zone are poor, so that the concept of oxidation by OH had to be adapted to other
models. With the newly developed model, NO predictions are in good agreement
with experimental data over a wide range of boundary conditions. For flameless
combustion experiments in the lab-scale facility, predictions for the share of thermal
NO are in between 5 and 40 % depending on the burner air ratio. This finding
correlates well with experimental data by Ristic et al. [133].
Simulations of a utility size boiler with the adapted model are also in good agree-
ment with experimental data. Based on the lab-scale experiments, burner modifi-
cations have been assessed with respect to boiler performance. According to the
simulations, an increase in the combustion air velocity causes an increase of NOx
emissions. Emissions can only be reduced by separating the combustion air inlet
from the coal inlet and by increasing the diameter of the combustion ball. The
latter option has to be thoroughly checked, as the CO concentration at the walls is
increased compared to the reference which might cause corrosion. An increase of the
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primary combustion zone volume by shifting air from the over fire air ports to the
secondary over fire air ports causes a slight increase in NOx emissions. Using flue
gas as coal carrier instead of air in order to delay ignition causes a twofold increase in
NOx emissions which is attributed to the decreased residence time due to the larger
volume flow in the primary combustion zone.
The experiments and numerical simulations showed that the NOx reduction poten-
tial by adapting the principles of the flameless combustion technique to pulverised
coal combustion is significantly lower than in gas combustion. Where thermal NO can
almost be prevented completely in flameless gas combustion, thermal NO still makes
up a significant part of overall emitted NO in flameless pulverised coal combustion.
In principle, modifications to facilitate flameless combustion are also applicable to
utility size tangentially fired boilers, although NOx emission reduction is not as
pronounced and post combustion flue gas cleaning systems have to be installed in
order to comply with legislative emission limits.
This work has helped in understanding the principles of NOx emission reduction
in flameless pulverised coal combustion in lab-scale as well as utility size tangentially
fired furnaces. The key to achieving low NOx combustion is the dilution of the
reactants prior to ignition in order to reduce the local adiabatic flame temperature,
and an intense mixing of the reactants with combustion products in order to achieve
a homogeneous temperature distribution within the furnace. Furthermore, NOx emis-
sions can be reduced by designing burners in such a way, that high NO concentrations
overlap with high concentrations of intermediates like HCN or NH3.
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